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ABSTRACT

This work develops the Language of Effective Definition (LED), a functional
programming language. The syntax, semantics, and type system are defined. This work
defines a small-step reduction semantic for LED, so that an approach that is commonly
used the type system community could be used to prove the main theorem. A static type
system is defined and implemented for LED. The type system requires explicit type
declarations, and allows polymorphic functions such as map and fold to be defined
checked by the type system. Additionally, type rules which allow programmers to create
their own data types are supported. The main theorem of this work is that LED is type
safe under the type system described. Intuitively, a language is type safe, if its type
system can be used to guarantee that certain errors called a run-time type errors will not
occur during evaluation. The practical advantages of a static type are that errors can be
detected and corrected as early as possible in development.

v
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this research are (1) to precisely define the Language of Effective
Definition (LED) and (2) to prove its type safety. In the following sections, we will
elaborate on the meaning and value of these objectives and the methods that were used to
accomplish them.

1.1 LED
A mathematical definition is effective if it suggests an algorithm to compute the object
it defines. LED is functional programming language, whose goal is to provide a medium
of communication for effective mathematical definitions, which is (1) rigorously defined,
(2) lightweight, i.e. described in a few pages, and (3) uses the same syntax and primitive
data structures as informal mathematics, insofar as possible using plain text, and (4) is
type safe. We will refer to these goals as rigor, simplicity, and imitation, type safety,
respectively. These properties enable LED’s use as a specification language and as a tool
for teaching concepts of standard mathematical definitions such as recursion, set
comprehension, quantification and piece-wise definition. Moreover, by imitating
informal mathematical discourse, LED programs are accessible to a wider audience, and
LED programmers are more able to precisely reason about programs. Our focus on
effective mathematical definitions means that definitions written in LED can be evaluated
and validated by unit testing and serve as rapidly developed prototype implementations.

1.2 Type System
We adopt the view that a type system can be seen as a filter that selects ‘good’
expressions from a universe of all syntactically correct expressions. This document
focuses on a category of type systems called static type systems. In general, the goal of a
static type system is to efficiently assign types to expressions according to the types of
their values. Intuitively, an expression is ‘good,’ if it is assigned some type, in which
1
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case we say that it is well-typed. If the static type system fails to assign a type to an
expression, we say that it is ill-typed. The primary benefit of a static type system to
programmers is that a type system can verify that certain errors will not occur during
evaluation. In practice, a static type system provides assurances at compile-time that the
sorts of errors that an expression may encounter when executed have been dramatically
reduced. A static type system was first used as a practical tool to detect and report errors
by ALGOL [Naur, 1963]. The sorts of errors that a type system aims to prevent are
called run-time type errors. While the precise formulation depends on the language, runtime type errors almost always include the application of a function to sorts of arguments
for which it is undefined, such as 1+'hello', and the application of a non-function,
such as 'hello'(1). In addition to benefitting programmers, type systems also benefit
compiler authors by allowing them to exploit the type of expression to improve
performance. In fact, some of the earliest static type systems were introduced in
FORTRAN to enable more efficient implementation of floating point and integer
operations [Backus, 1981]. In this dissertation, we will describe a static type system for
LED. Unless otherwise noted, the term type system will be used as a synonym for static
type system.
The LED type system supports functions with polymorphic types. In practice, this
means that functions such as ‘map’ and ‘fold’ can be defined in LED programs.
Intuitively, a function has a polymorphic type if it can safely be applied to arguments of
many types. For example, Let P be the program below. The defined function symbol id
has a polymorphic type.
var x:t
id : all t . t->t
def id(x) = x

Line (1) is a variable declaration, and says that the variable x may be substituted for
terms of any type, since t is a type variable. Line (2) is called a signature, which asserts a
type for the symbol id, and in particular says that for any type t, id has function type t 2
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> t, hence id has a polymorphic type. Line (3) is a function definition, which defines the
symbol id, and says that for any expression e, the value of id(e)is defined to be the
value of e. It is also clear that for any expression e, if e has some type t, then the result of
id(e)will also have type t, so that for any type t, id is a function from t’s to t’s, which
is precisely the type the signature of line (2) asserted.

1.3 Problem is Unsolved
The goal of this research is to design and implement a programming language that
achieves rigor, simplicity, imitation and is type safe. While several languages, including
Prolog [Clocksin & Mellish, 1987], Python [Rossum, 2006], Standard ML [Milner,Toft
& Harper, 1990], Haskell [Hudak et al, 1992; Thompson, 1999], currently exist that are
precisely and declaratively described and are relatively readable, they violate the goal of
imitation. More specifically, Prolog is untyped, and Python is not statically typed.
Prolog, ML, and Python are not referentially transparent because they support side effects
and therefore violate imitation. While Haskell is a purely functional language, its
semantics utilize a lazy evaluation strategy, which violates imitation.

1.4 Main Results
This paper describes 3 major results. First, we proved that LED is type safe, (i.e. its
type system can be used to guarantee expressions will not encounter run-time type errors
when evaluated). Second, the previously published syntax and semantics of LED
[Rushton & Blount, 2011] was extensively rewritten, and the new semantics have been
implemented via an interpreter. Third, we created a static type system for LED and
implemented a type checker for the static type system.
The main theorem of this dissertation is that LED is type safe. Broadly speaking, type
safety describes a relationship between a programming language’s type system and its
semantics. A programming language whose static type system guarantees the absence of
run-time type errors is called type safe (or strongly typed). In contrast, programming
3
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languages that include features that weaken this guarantee are called weakly-typed.
Although the terms type safety, semantic soundness, and type soundness are used
interchangeably in the literature (e.g., [Milner, 1978]; [Wright & Felleisen, 1994],
[Pierce, 2002], and [Harper 2011]), this paper uses the terms type safety and type safe.
Second, we precisely describe the syntax and semantics of LED. This presentation of
the syntax and semantics of LED also corrects some errors and omissions that were
present in the previously published account of LED. The semantics of LED are described
in a form of operational semantics, called small-step reduction semantics. The reduction
semantics are defined in terms of a collection of axioms and inference rules, called
reduction rules. This style of semantics has two primary benefits. First, it allows the
main theorem to be proven using induction over the integers. Second, an interpreter can
be implemented by writing Prolog rules, which directly implement the reduction rules.
For example, the reduction rule:
[beta](lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e)(v1 ,…, vn) ⇒ e/S

(whenever n≥1and S = { (x1,v1) ,…,

(xn,vn)} )
says that the application of a lambda abstract (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e) to actual
arguments v1 ,…, vn one-step reduces to the result of replacing free occurrences xi in e
with vi for every i ∊ {1…n}, and can be written(implemented) in Prolog as:
reduce([apply,[lambda,Xs,B],V],E,[beta]) :value(V),
matchSV(Xs,V,S),
% S = { (x1,v1) , … , (xn,vn)}
interpret(B,S,E).
Using a similar process, the entire semantics of LED can be implemented in Prolog. It
should be noted that this style of implementation serves to validate the formal semantics
and is not optimized.
Second, we precisely describe the static type system of LED. Third, an algorithm that
verifies that an expression has a particular type, called a type checker, was implemented.
We adopt a common approach in the type system community, and describe the type
4
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system of LED via a collection of axioms and inference rules, called typing rules. The
assertion that an expression e has type t, usually written ⊢e:t, can be verified by a
derivation constructed according to the typing rules. This approach has two benefits.
First, proofs that the type system has some property can proceed by induction on the
length type derivation. Second, a type checker can be implemented by writing Prolog
rules which directly implement the typing rules. For example, the typing rule:
(Tapp) If G⊢ (e2 , … , en):t1 , G⊢e1: t1->t
Then G⊢ e1(e2 , … , en):t
says that the type application of e1 to actual arguments e2 ,…, en has type t if e1 is a
function from t1 to t, and (e2 ,…, en) has type t1, and can be written(implemented) in
Prolog as:
typeof(P,G,[apply,E1,E2],T) :typeof(P,G,E1,['->',T1,T]),
typeof(P,G,E2,T1).

It should be noted that this style of implementation of a type checker serves to validate
the static type system and is not optimized. This direct style of implementation gives us
some assurances that the definitions do not contain errors or omissions. In Chapter 6, we
discuss the particular errors and omissions in the previously published account of LED as
well as the approaches taken in this new treatment to avoid the errors.

1.5 Methods
Early proofs of type safety in Milner [1978] concerned a subset of Standard ML with a
denotational semantic. Extending the proofs to larger subsets of Standard ML required
significant changes both to the semantics themselves and to the overall proof structure
[Damas 1985; Abadi et al,1989; Wright & Felleisen, 1994]. As a result, type system
researchers began using operational semantics such as variations of structural
5
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operational semantics [Tofte, 1987; Tofte 1990; Duba et al, 1991]. While structural
operational semantic were originally introduced in Plotkin [1981], the term small-step
reduction semantic now appears to be more common. The use of small-step reduction
semantics in proofs of type safety was popularized by Wright and Felleisen [1994].
The use of small-step reduction semantics has three primary benefits. First, they allow
us to write more extensible proofs of type safety (i.e. the proof of type safety for the
“core” of a language can be reused in a proof of type safety for a larger language).
Second, proofs of type safety can proceed by induction over integers, avoiding the use of
more esoteric proof techniques as found in Tofte [1985]. Lastly, the notion of run-time
type error can also be precisely described with respect to the formal semantics without
introducing special semantic objects (e.g., WRONG) as is common in the languages with
a denotational semantic.
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: we will present background
on type systems, programming language semantics, and type safety in Chapter 2. We
will then present the syntax, semantics and the type system of LED in Chapter 3. We
will present the main theorem, i.e. that LED is type safe, in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we
will detail the proofs of several important lemmas. We will discuss additional details
about the implementation in Chapter 6. We end with conclusions and future work in
Chapter 7.

6
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The first few sections of this chapter define and discuss concepts which are essential
to understanding this dissertation. In sections 1-3, we introduce and discuss type systems,
programming language semantics, and type safety, respectively. In section 4, we
demonstrate that Haskell and Python, two languages which come closest to meeting the
objectives of LED, fail to meet them in substantial ways.

2.1 Type Systems
Since their introduction, the utility of type systems has become widely recognized and
utilized when designing programming languages. Today, the creation of a programming
language usually includes the creation of its type system. In his work Types and
Programming Languages, Pierce [2002] provides a definition of type system that
illustrates one common perspective on defining the term type system. Specifically, he
defines type system as:

A tractable syntactic method for proving the absence of certain program behaviors by
classifying phrases according to the kinds of values they compute.
While Pierce describes this definition as “plausible,” there are several points that
warrant further explanation. First, the definition is focused on the use of type systems in
the context of programming languages and does not address the broader notion of type
theory as it is found in the fields of logic, mathematics and philosophy[Whitehead &
Russell, 1910; Ramsey 1925; Martin Lof,1973,1984; Barendregt, 1992]. Second,
Pierce’s use of the phrases syntactic method and classification of phrases indicate that his
focus is on static type systems. Broadly speaking, there are two categories of types
systems: static and dynamic. In either case, the type system verifies that certain errors
will not occur during evaluation. The two categories primarily differ in when and how
this verification is performed. A static type system performs its analysis at compile-time,
7
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as part of the compilation process, by examining the syntactic structure of an expression
together with any type declarations to determine the type of an expression. In contrast, a
dynamic type system is used by languages such as Scheme [Sussman & Steele, 1975] and
Python [Rossum, 2006] take the approach verifying that a function is defined for its
actual argument immediately before the function is applied at run-time. Usually,
languages with a dynamic type system include facilities to enable a programmer to write
code that attempts to resolve the errors reported by the dynamic type system. Typically, if
this code is not written, evaluation simply terminates and an error message is printed
possibly including type information.
The competing goals of developing a system that requires minimal user guidance, is
efficient enough to be performed during compilation, and is powerful enough to accept
nontrival programs, means that the guarantees made by a static type system are generally
limited. These limitations can be thought of as falling into two broad categories.
The first limitation of static type systems is that they typically make conservative
judgments to reject or accept programs, erring on the side of rejecting. In other words,
they can categorically prove that some sorts of errors will not occur, but cannot prove that
they will occur; consequently, the type system will reject some expressions that may
actually behave well at run time. For example,
if <complex test> then 1+{2} else 2
will be rejected, because 1+{2} is clearly erroneous. This expression is rejected even if
<complex test> always evaluates to false, in which case the erroneous application
will never actually be attempted during evaluation.
The second limitation of static type systems is that they only guarantee that programs
are free of certain sorts of run-time errors. This is because the analysis embodied in most
static type systems is not capable of detecting arbitrary errors. For instance, to guarantee
that evaluation of an expression will terminate typically requires more powerful tools,
such as ACL2 [Kaufmann, Manolios & Moore,2000] or Isabelle [Paulson,1989].
However, these powerful tools require much more interaction on behalf of the
programmer. In contrast, static type systems typically perform their analysis
automatically, though perhaps requiring type declarations. Additionally, run-time errors
8
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due to applications of partial functions such as division, modulo, and exponentiation are
not prevented by most static type systems. For instance, most static type systems can
verify that built-in arithmetic operations are applied only to numbers but cannot verify
the second argument of a division is not zero.

2.2 Programming Language Semantics
In order to state the main theorem in Chapter 4, it is helpful for the reader to have an
intuition for some of the approaches used to describe the formal semantics of
programming languages. We will briefly discuss the denotational and operational styles
of semantics.
Denotational semantics were introduced to programming languages by Scott &
Strachey [1971]. Broadly speaking, this style of semantics defines the meaning of an
expression through its interpretation as an abstract mathematical object such as a number,
set, or function. In contrast, an operational semantics gives the meaning of an expression
through an algorithm for computing its value.
The particular sort of operational semantics that is relevant to this work are the smallstep reduction semantics. Though originally introduced as structural operational
semantics in Plotkin [1981], we will use the more common term small-step reduction
semantics in this work. A small-step reduction semantic defines the meaning of an
expression as a certain sort of expression (i.e. a syntactic object) called a value.
Describing a small-step reduction semantic involves two steps. First, a binary reduction
relation over expressions is defined. Second, a collection of irreducible expressions called
values is defined. The binary reduction relation is typically written using a infix arrow,
such as e1 => e2 for expressions e1 and e2. Intuitively, e1 => e2 says that e1 reduces to e2.
For example, in many languages the expression 1+2+3 reduces to 3+3, which itself
reduces to 6. Let =>* be the reflexive transitive closure of =>. The meaning of
expressions is then given by a binary relation eval between expressions and values,
defined so that eval(e,v) holds, if and only if, e =>* v holds. If eval(e,v), then we say
that expression e evaluates to value v.

9
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While the previously published semantics for LED [Rushton & Blount, 2011] were
given in a denotational style, this work gives a small-step reduction semantic for LED.
This was done so that the proof of type safety could proceed using an approach common
in type system community. The next section will discuss the effects of using a small-step
reduction semantic on the proof of type safety.
It is important to note that run-time type error is a term given to particular sort of
event, which may occur during evaluation of an expression [Pierce 2002; Cardelli 1996].
Since type safety theorems give conditions guaranteeing the absence of run-time type
errors, the precise statement of such theorems require that run-time type error be defined
in the semantics of the target language. That is, a set of erroneous expressions (i.e.,
intuitively those whose evaluation may result in a run-time type error) must be described
in terms of the language semantics. This definition can be difficult, because it has
ramifications for the complexity of the proof type safety. Two approaches to proving
type safety, called the “Syntactic Approach” and “Safety = progress + preservation”, will
be discussed below. While both approaches use a reduction style semantic, they differ in
how they define the set of expressions which may encounter a run-time type error. These
approaches will be discussed in the next two paragraphs, and followed by a discussion of
the approach we used.
The “Syntactic Approach” [Wright & Felleison, 1994] was the first published account
that not only used an operational semantic to show type safety of the functional core of a
language, but also showed how to extend the argument to a larger subset of the language
including references and exceptions. They introduced a variation of structural
operational semantics, called contextual semantics, to give the semantics of a substantial
fragment of Standard ML. Once the semantics and type system are described, they define
the faulty expressions as the expressions containing a sub-expression which is the
application of built-in function to a value for which it is undefined. It is important to note
that they considered only built-in functions which are total (i.e. defined for every member
of their domain). The Syntactic Approach has three top-level lemmas. Their first lemma
is called uniform evaluation and says that a closed expression that does not reduce to a
faulty expression with either diverge or reduce to a value. Their second lemma, called
10
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subject reduction, is a result from combinatory logic [Curry & Feys, 1958], which says
that the type of an expression is invariant over reduction. Their third lemma says that no
faulty expression is well-typed. The proofs of the weak and strong variants of type safety
(they use the term type soundness) follow directly from these three lemmas.

2.3 Type Safety
An alternative to the “Syntactic Approach” is referred to by the slogan “Safety =
progress + preservation” and is detailed in Harper [2013]. This approach utilizes a smallstep reduction semantic. Though the slogan mentions only two, the overall approach has
three top-level lemmas. The preservation lemma states that if an expression e has type t,
and e reduces to e’ then e’ also has type t. In other words, the type of an expression is
invariant over reduction. The progress lemma states that if an expression has a type, then
it is either a value or can reduce to some other expression. The third lemma is based on
the concept of canonical forms [Martin Lof, 1980], called the canonical forms lemma
which completely describes the types of every value. The extension of this approach to
languages with partial functions, such that division and modulo, proceeds by introducing
an error expression form, and augmenting the progress lemma to include the possibility
of error. The explicit proof of type safety is usually left implicit. The explicit proof is
straightforward given the progress, preservation, and canonical forms lemmas. This is
the standard approach used in contemporary works [Pierce 2002; Harper 2013].
The crucial difference between these two approaches is in how they realize the notion
of runtime type error in the formal semantics and in the proof of type safety. Wright and
Fellesien use the definition of faulty expressions. In contrast, Harper’s approach is to
examine the reductions of well-typed expressions directly with progress and preservation
lemmas, which are inconsistent with the notion of run-time type error. This work proves
the type safety of LED using an approach similar to Harper’s. The progress,
preservation, and canoncial forms lemmas, as well as other lemmas are presented in
Chapter 5. However the detailed proof of type safety is not left implicit, as is usually the
11
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case, and is given in Chapter 4.

2.4 Challenges and Comparison
Recall from Chapter 1, our goal is to provide a medium of communication for
effective mathematical definitions, which is (1) rigorously specified, (2) lightweight, i.e.,
definable in a few pages, (3) uses the same data types and primitive constructs as
informal mathematics, and (4) is type safe [Rushton & Blount, 2011]. Also, recall that
we will refer to these goals as rigor, simplicity, imitation, and type safety, respectively.
The design goal of imitation is the source of a variety of technical difficulties; in other
words, "Just copying informal notation" is more challenging than it sounds.
Two unique challenges arising from the goal of imitation are (1) the interplay between
small-step reduction semantics and expressions like set comprehensions and (2) the rules
of informal readings are surprisingly subtle. Both of these challenges are magnified by
the goal of verifiable type safety (i.e. type safety is explicitly proven), which encourage
the use of small-step reduction semantics.
To illustrate one (of several) technical difficulties in formalizing the informal
notations, consider the following set comprehension.
(A)

{(x,y) | x ∊ {1,2} and y ∊ {3,4}}

Note that expression (A) denotes the set {(1,3),(1,4),(2,3),(2,4)}, and all occurrences of
the variables within it are bound. Now consider another expression, identical to (A),
except that all occurrences of y have been replaced by the numeral 3.

(B)

{((x,3) | x ∊ {1,2} and 3 ∊ {3,4}}

Again it is clear that the variable x is bound, that the expression (B) is closed, and that
(B) has a meaning, namely the set {(1,3), (2,3)}. Now consider the following expression,

(C)

(λ y. {(x,y) | x ∊ {1,2} and y ∊ {3,4}})(3)
12
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Our intuition is that (C) denotes {(1,3), (2,3)}, just as (B) does. This is as at least one of
its plausible readings (if this is not its reading, how would one define the function that
maps each integer to the set obtained by substituting it for all occurrences of y in (A)?).
However, this means that the variable y, which was bound in expression (A), now must
occur free in (A) to be bound by the lambda abstraction in (C). The situation that a
variable occurring bound in an expression E can become free when E is substituted in a
larger expression, which now seems to occur in common sense mathematics, does not
exist in an any other formal language known to the authors. In designing the semantics of
LED, we had to codify the rules that govern this situation, in a way that (1) is faithful to
common sense readings of expressions across the board, and (2) supports the type safety
argument.
Existing functional languages address this problem by introducing new symbols with
the same declarative readings as familiar ones (such as , and, and =) but different
syntax and imperative semantics. These require the writer to make his intentions clear as
to where y is bound, and resolves the confusion, but this is not consistent with our
objective of imitation of informal mathematical notation.
For example, the Haskell version of the expressions (A) and (C) below are labeled by
(AH) and (CH), respectively. The Haskell versions of (A), the expression x <- [1,3], y <[3,4] means that first x is bound by the list comprehension, and y is bound by the list
comprehension. In the Haskell version of (C), x is still bound by the set comprehension,
but the expression any (== y)[3,4], which evaluates to True if the value of y is a
member of the list [3,4], does not bind y, so y is bound by the lambda abstraction.
Note: the Haskell syntax uses \ to form lambda abstractions.
(AH) [(x,y)| x <- [1,3], y <- [3,4]]
(CH) (\ y -> [ (x,y) | x <- [1,3], any (== y) [3,4] ]) 3

The Python versions of the expressions (A) and (C) below are labeled by (AP) and
(CP), respectively. In the Python version of (A), the expression for x in {1,3} for
y in {3,4} means that both x and y are bound by the set comprehension. In the
13
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Python version of (C), x is still bound by the set comprehension, but the expression if
y in {3,4}, which evaluates to True if the value of y is a member of the list [3,4],
does not bind y, so y is bound by the lambda abstraction.
(AP) {(x,y) for x in {1,3} for y in {3,4}}
(CP) (lambda y:{ (x,y) for x in {1,3} if y in {3,4}})(3)

The LED versions of the expressions (A) are (C) are labeled by (AL) and (CL),
respectively. They are almost identical to the original expressions. The design goal of
imitation prevents us from using different symbols as other languages do.
(AL) {(x,y) | x in {1,2} and y in {3,4}}
(CL) (lambda y. {(x,y) | x in {1,2} and y in {3,4}})(3)
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CHAPTER 3
LANGUAGE OF EFFECTIVE DEFINITIONS (LED)
Before we proceed to the precise syntax, semantics, and type system of LED, the
example program below will illustrate many of the basic elements of LED programs.
(1)

var i,j: integer

(2)

range:(integer,integer)->{integer}

(3)

def range(i,j) = {} if i>j,
{i} union range(i+1,j) otherwise

(4)

even:integer->boolean

(5)

def even(i) = i mod 2=0

(6)

type intList ≔ empty

(7)

type intList ≔ cons(integer,intList)

Line (1) is what is known as a variable declaration and says that the variables i and j
have type integer. Line (2) is what is known as a signature and says that range is a
function from pairs of integers to sets of integers. Line (3) is what is known as a function
definition, and says that for every pair of integers (i, j) the value of range(i,j) is defined
to be the empty set whenever i>j and the union of singleton set {i} and the set
range(i+1,j) otherwise. Line (4), another signature, says that even is a function from
integers to booleans. Line (5), a function definition, says that for any integer i the value
of even(i) is defined to be the value of i mod 2=0. Line (6) is what is known as a type
rule and says that the symbol empty has type intlist. Line (7), another type rule,
says that the symbol cons is a binary function from integers and intList’s to
intlist’s. For example, the terms cons(1,empty) and
cons(1,cons(2,empty)) have type intlist. Collectively, (1) - (7) are examples
of program elements. Intuitively, a program is a set of program elements.
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In section 1, we will define the syntax of LED. In section 2, we will describe the LED
semantics. The chapter will conclude with section 3, in which the type system is
described.

3.1 Syntax
3.1.1

LED Tokens

All LED tokens are strings of printable, ascii characters and are defined as follows:
A symbol is a string of non-white-space characters not beginning with a digit and not
containing punctuation symbols, or single quotes (‘).
A punctuation symbol is any of the following: ( ) { } . , | : [ ]
A digit string is either the digit 0 or a nonzero digit followed by a string of digits.
A quoted string is an arbitrary sequence of printable characters enclosed by single quotes
(‘).

Definition: LED token
A token is a symbol, a punctuation symbol, a digit string, or a quoted string.

Definition: expression
An expression is a sequence of LED tokens.

Intuitively, a lexicon is simply the collection of symbols appearing in a program or term.
Some symbols are built-in and so cannot be used for other purposes, such as the name of
variable.
A reserved symbol is any of the following symbols: def rule var branch
obranch otherwise if all some lambda nil error ->
A built-in function symbol is any of the following symbols: ^ * / mod intdiv +
- = < > <= >= not in and intersect or union \ card floor
true false head tail ++
16
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An infix operator is any of the following symbols: ^ * / mod + - = < > <= >=
in and intersect or union \ ++ intdiv.
A symbol is available if it is not a reserved symbol or a built-in function symbol.

Definition: lexicon
An LED lexicon is a quintuple (X,C,F,D,A,T) of sets of available symbols, whose
members are called variables, constructors, and defined function symbols, defined
symbols, type variables, and type symbols respectively, and symbols collectively, of the
lexicon (X,C,F,D,A,T).
An LED lexicon (X,C,F,D,A,T) is well-formed if the sets X, C, F, D are pairwise disjoint,
and sets A and T are disjoint. We consider only well-formed lexicons. Note: In practice,
and in the implementation described in this dissertation, the lexicon is inferred during the
parsing process.

3.1.2

Abstract Syntax

Definition: schema
A expression is a schema over lexicon L if it can be shown by finitely many applications
of the following rules:
(1) A variable of L is a schema over L.
(2) If n≥1, and s1 ,..., sn are schemas over L,
then the expression (s1 ,..., sn) is a schema over L.
(3) If n≥1, s1 ,.., sn are a schemas over L, and C is a constructor of L,
then the expression C(s1 ,..., sn) is a schema over L.
In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then a schema over L, may simply be called a schema. We will write Vars(s)
for the set of variables occurring in schema s. The meta-variables s, s1, s2, … will vary
over schemas.
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Definition: boolean constant
A boolean constant is either of the symbols true or false.

Definition: numeral
A numeral is either a negative numeral, positive numeral, or the digit 0.
A positive numeral is a nonzero digit string token.
A negative numeral is an expression of the form -(n) where n is a positive numeral.

Definition: fraction
A fraction is an expression of the form (n1 / n2) where n1 is a numeral and n2 is a nonzero
numeral.

Definition: constant
An LED token is a constant if it is a numeral, a fraction, a boolean constant, or a quoted
string token.

Definition: term
An expression is a term over lexicon L if it can be shown by finitely many applications of
the following rules:
(1) Any LED constant or symbol of L is a term over L.
(2) If n≥0, and e1 ,..., en are terms over L,
then the expressions {e1 ,…, en}, [e1 ,…, en] are terms over L.
(3) If n≥2, and e1 ,..., en are terms,
then the expressions (e1 ,…, en) and e1 (e2 ,..., en) are terms over L.
(4) If n≥1, x1 ,..., xn are pair-wise distinct variables of L, and e is a term over L,
then (lambda (x1 ,..., xn) e ) is a term over L.
(5) If e1 and e1 are terms over L, then {e1 | e2} is a term over L.
(6) If e1 and e2 are terms over L, and s is a schema over L, then (some (s in e1) e2 )
is a term over L.
18
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(7) If e1 and e2 are terms over L, and s is a schema over L, then (all (s in e1) e2 )
is a term over L.

In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then terms over L, may simply be called terms. For simplicity, the
application of arithmetic and logical functions will be written in the conventional infix
style, i.e. we will write ((1+2)>0) instead of >(+(1,2),0). The meta-variables e,
e1, e2, … will vary over terms.
Terms of the forms {e1 ,…, en} or [e1 ,…, en] are called sets and lists, respectively, and
in both cases the terms e1 ,…, en are called its members. Terms of the form (e1 ,…, en)
are called n-tuples, and for every i ∊ {1…n}, ei is called the ith component of (e1 ,…, en).
In case the components of a tuple are clear from context or if we are not concerned with
their particulars, then n-tuples may simply be called tuples. For simplicity, we will refer
to 2-tuples as pairs. Terms of the form e1 (e2 ,…, ek) are called applications. Terms of the
form
(lambda (x1 ,…, xn) e ) are called a lambda abstractions. Terms of the form {e1 | e2} are
called set comprehensions, and terms of the form (some (s in e1) e2 ) or (all (s in e1)
e2 ) are called quantifed terms.

Definition: function definition
A function definition over lexicon L is an expression of any of the following forms:
(1) def f (x1 ,…, xn) = e1
(2) def f (x1 ,…, xn) = (e1 if g1) ,…, (ek if gk)
(3) def f (x1 ,…, xn) = (e1 if g1) ,…, (ek if gk) , (e otherwise)
where f is a defined function symbol over L, and for some n≥1, x1 ,…, xn are variables of
L, and for some k≥1, e, e1 ,..., ek and g1 ,..., gk are terms over L.
In the following intuitive readings, the term value can be thought of as simply the
terms that are “data”, such as numerals, fractions, built-in function symbols, and tuples,
sets and lists of values. For example, the numeral 1 , the pair(1,2), and the set
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{1,2,3} are values. The substitution that maps the variable xi to the value vi for all i ∊
{1…n} is written {(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)}. S is a substitution, and e is a term, then e/S is the
result of replacing every free occurrence of the variables xi in e with vi whenever (xi,vi) ∊
S. For example, if S={(x,2)}, then (1+x)/S is the term (1+2). The precise definitions
for value and substitution will be given in the section 2 of this chapter.
Intuitively, case (1) says that if e1/S evaluates to some value v, then f(v1 ,…, vn)
evaluates to v. Case (2) says that if for some i ∊ {1…k} gi/S evaluates to true and ei/S
evaluates to some value v, then f(v1 ,…, vn) evaluates to v. Case (3) is similar to (2) and
says that if for some i ∊ {1…k} gi/S evaluates to true and ei/S evaluates to some value
v, then f(v1 ,…, vn) evaluates to v, however if for every i ∊ {1…k}, gi/S evaluates to
false, and e evaluates to some value v, then f (v1 ,…, vn) evaluates to v.
In any case, the f is defined by the function definition, the variables x1 ,…, xn are the
parameters of the function definition, and the expression to the right of the equals sign is
the body of the function definition. If F is a function definition, we will write head(F),
parameters(F), and body(F) for the symbol defined by F, the set of parameters of F, and
the body of F, respectively. The cases (2) and (3) are called piecewise function
definitions. The expressions of the form (e if g) are called branches of the definition in
which they appear. In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned
with the particulars of lexicon L, then function definitions over L, may simply be called
function definitions. The meta-variables f, f1, f2, …will vary over defined function
symbols.

Definition: symbol definition
A symbol definition over lexicon L is an expression of the form:
def d = e
where d is a defined symbol of L, and e is a term over L.
Intuitively, the definition def d = e says that if e evaluates to some value v, then d
evaluates to v. The symbol d is defined by the definition def d = e , and the term e is its
body. If D is a symbol definition over L, we will write head(D) for the symbol defined
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by F, and body(F) for the body of F. In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are
not concerned with the particulars of lexicon L, then symbol definitions over L, may
simply be called symbol definitions.

Definition: LED Definition
A definition is either a function definition or a symbol definition.

Definition: scalar type
A scalar type is any of the symbols: integer boolean atom fraction.
In this dissertation, we may write int, bool, and frac as short-hand for
integer, boolean, and fraction, respectively. The implementation supports
these short-hands and replaces occurrences of them with the appropriate scalar type
during the parsing process.

Definition: simple type
An expression is a simple type over lexicon L if it can be shown by finitely many
applications of the following rules:
(1) A scalar type is a simple type over L.
(2) A type symbol of L is a simple type over L.
(3) A type variable of L is a simple type over L.
(4) If t1 and t2 are simple types over L, then (t1 -> t2) is a simple type over L.
(5) If n≥2, and t1 ,…, tn are simple types over L, then (t1 ,…, tn) is a simple type over
L.
(6) If t1 is a simple type over L, then {t} is a simple type over L.
(7) If t1 is a simple type over L, then [t] is a simple type over L.
(8) If n≥1, t1 ,…, tn are simple types over L, and T is a type symbol of L,
then T(t1 ,…, tn) is a simple type over L.
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In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then simple types over L, may simply be called simple types. The metavariables t, t1, t2, ... will vary over simple types. Simple types of the form (t1 -> t2), are
called function types. Simple types of the form {t}, (t1 ,…, tn) , and [t] are called set
types, tuple types, list types, respectively, and simple types of the form T(t1 ,…, tn) are
called defined types.

Definition: ground simple type
A simple type is ground if no type variable occurs in it.

Definition: variable declaration
A variable declaration over lexicon L is an expression of the form:
var x : t
where x is a variable of L, and t is simple type over L.
Intuitively, the definition var x : t says that variable x is has type t; in other words, all
terms of type t may be substituted for x.

Definition: type schema
An expression is a type schema over lexicon L if it can be shown by finitely many
applications of the following rules:
(1) A simple type over L is a type schema over L.
(2) If n≥1, a1 ,…, an are type variables of L, and t is a simple type over L,
then all a1 ,…, an . t is a type schema over L.

In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then type schemas over L, may simply be called type schemas. The metavariables σ, σ1, σ2, … will vary over type schemas.
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Definition: signature
A signature over lexicon L is an expression of either of the following forms:
(1) f : σ
(2) f : σ if var x1:t1 ,…, var xk:tk
where f is a defined function symbol of L or a defined symbol of L, σ is a type schema
over L, and for some k≥1 x1 ,…, xk are variables over L and t1,...,tk are simple types over
L.
In any case, the symbol f is declared by the signature to have type σ, and var x1:t1 ,…,
var xk:tk are its local declarations. In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are
not concerned with the particulars of lexicon L, then signatures over L may simply be
called signatures.
Intuitively, if σ is some simple type t, then (1) is a claim that the symbol f has type t.
For example, the signature f :integer->boolean says that the symbol f is a function
from integers to booleans. In practice, once this claim has been verified by examining
the definition of f, we know that for every integer e, if the evaluation of f(e) halts and did
not encounter a run-time error such as division by 0, then its result is a boolean constant.
In case σ = all a1 ,…, an . t for some n≥1 type variables a1 ,…, an, and simple type t,
then (1) can be thought of as a shorthand for collection of signatures which are the result
of consistently replacing the occurrence of a1 ,…, an in t with ground simple types.
Intuitively, case (2) says that for every i ∊ {1…k} only occurrences of the variable xi
in the definition of f have type ti. For example, the definition of range given at the
beginning of this chapter may be written using signature with local declarations as
follows:
range:(integer,integer)->{integer} if i:integer,j:integer
def range(i,j) = {} if i>j,
{i} union range(i+1,j) otherwise
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Intuitively, the local declarations i:int,j:int say that integers may be substituted for
occurrences of i and j in the definition of range.

Definition: type rule
A type rule over lexicon L is an expression of the following forms:
(1) type T := C
(2) type T := C(t1 ,…, tn)
where T is a define type over L, C is a constructer of L, for some n≥1, t1 ,…, tn are simple
types over L.

In any case, we say that defined type T is head of the type rule, the expression on the
left of the ≔ sign is called the body of the type rule, and the constructor C is defined by
the type rule. If R is a type rule over some lexicon L, we will write head(R) and body(R)
for the head and body of the R, respectively. In case a lexicon L is clear from context or
if we are not concerned with the particulars of lexicon L, then type rules over L, may
simply be called type rules. A type rule is closed if every type variable appearing in its
body appears in its head. We consider only closed type rules.
Intuitively, case (1) says that the constructor C has type T. Case (2) says that for every
i ∊ {1…k} if ei has type ti, then the term C(e1 ,…, ek) has type T. Intuitively, in cases a
type rule contains type variables it can be thought of as shorthand for the collection of
type rules that are the result of consistently replacing the occurrences of type variables in
the type rule with ground simple types.
The following examples of type rules will illustrate there use and intuitive readings.
For example, the following ground type rules define the type intList using the
constructors empty and cons.
type intList ≔ empty
type intList ≔ cons(int,intList)
Intuitively, these rules say that the term empty has type intlist, and that terms such
as cons(3,empty) and cons(1,cons(2,empty)) also have type intlist.
For example, the following type rules describe the type binarytree, and using the
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constructors leaf and branch. Recall that int is short-hand for the scalar type
integer.
binarytree(int) ≔ leaf(int)
binarytree(int) ≔
branch(int,binarytree(int),binarytree(int)
For example, a binary tree consisting of a single node would be written leaf(1), and
the following binary tree of three nodes would be written as branch(2,
leaf(1),leaf(3))
2
1

3

Definition: program
A program over lexicon L is a set of definitions over L, signatures over L, variable
declarations over L, and type rules over L.

Definition: symbols of a program
If P is a program over lexicon L, the symbols of P is the set of symbols that are defined
by some definition in P.

3.1.3

Concrete Syntax

Below we define the concrete syntax of terms and LED definitions with context free
grammars. The concrete syntax describes LED as seen by a programmer, and
incorporates precedence and associativity conventions as well as other syntactic sugar
that allow many of the parentheses required in the abstract syntax to be omitted in
concrete syntax. The conventions used to write the grammars throughout this chapter are
similar to BNF[Aho, Sethi & Ullman, 1986].

The vertical bar ( | ) will separate

alternatives. Juxtaposition will mean concatenation. Terminal symbols (i.e. tokens) will
be in courier font, and enclosed in single (‘) quotes. The start symbol of a grammar
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will be the non-terminal occurring on the left of the first rule. To gain familiarity with
conventions used below, the following grammar defines the set {‘a’ , ‘b’ , ‘aa’ , ‘bb’}
whose elements are called widgets.
widget --> ‘a’ | ‘b’ | bigWidget
bigWidget --> ‘aa’ | ‘bb’

Definition: concrete term
The concrete terms over lexicon L are defined by the following grammar:
concreteTerm --> term10
term10 --> term10 op10 term9 | term9
term9 --> term9 op9 term8 | term8
term8 --> op8 term8 | term7
term7 --> '(' op7 schema ‘in‘ term10 ')' term7 | term6
term6 --> term6 op6 term5 | term5
term5 --> term5 op5 term4 | term4
term4 --> term4 op4 term3 | term3
term3 --> op3 term3 | term2
term2 --> term1 op2 term2 | term1
term1 --> term1 ‘(‘ terms ‘)’ | term0
term0 --> '(' term ')' |

'|' term '|'

term0 --> builtin_constant | set | setcomp | list | tuple | abs | symbol
builtin_constant --> 'true' | 'false' | qstring | digitstring | ' (' builtin_infix’) '
builtin_prefix --> 'floor' | 'card' | 'head' | 'tail'
builtin_infix --> op2 | op3 | op4 | op5 | op6 | op8 | op9 | op10
tuple --> '(' term ' ,' terms ')'
set --> '{' '}' | '{' terms '}'
list --> '[' ']' | '[' terms ']'
setcomp --> '{' term '|' term '}'
abs --> ‘lambda’ absparam '.' term
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absparam --> x | ‘(‘ x ‘,’ variables ‘)’
variables --> x | x ‘,’ variables
schema --> x | ‘(‘ schema ‘‘,’ schemas ‘)’ | C ‘(‘ schemas ‘)’
schemas --> schema | schema ‘,’ schemas
terms --> term ',' terms | term
builtin_const --> true | false | floor | card
op2 --> ‘^’
op3 --> ‘-‘
op4 --> ‘*’ | ‘/’ | intdiv | mod | intersect
op5 --> ‘+’ | ‘-‘ | ‘\‘ | union | ‘++’
op6 --> ‘=’ | ‘<’ | ‘>’ | ‘<=’ | ‘>=’ | in
op7 --> ‘some‘ | ‘all‘
op8 --> ‘not‘
op9 --> ‘and‘
op10 --> ‘or‘
symbol --> x | C | d | f
qstring --> any single quoted string token
digitstring --> any digit string token
where x, C, f, d are non-terminals representing variables , constructors, and defined
function symbols, and defined symbols of L, respectively

Definition: concrete definition
The concrete definitions over L are defined by the following grammar:
concrete_definition --> def f ‘(‘ variables ‘)’ ‘=’ concreteTerm
| def f ‘(‘ variables ‘)’ ‘=’ branches
| def f ‘(‘ variables ‘)’ ‘=’ branches ‘,’ concreteTerm ‘otherwise’
| def f ‘=’ concreteTerm
branches --> cond | cond ‘,’ branches
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cond --> concreteTerm ‘if’ concreteTerm
variables --> x | x ‘,’ variables
where f , x, concreteTerm, are non-terminals representing defined symbols of L, variables
of L, and concrete terms over L, respectively.

Definition: concrete simple type
The concrete simple types over lexicon L are defined by the following grammar:
simpleType --> simpleType0 ‘->’ simpleType | simpleType0
simpleType0 --> scalarType | tupleType | setType | listType
| definedType | ‘(‘simpleType ’)’ | typeVar
scalarType --> ‘integer’ | ’ ‘int’ | ‘boolean’ | ‘bool | ‘atom’
| ‘fraction’ | ‘frac’.
tupleType --> ‘(‘simpleType ‘,’ simpleTypes ‘)’
setType --> ‘{‘simpleType ‘}
listType --> ‘[‘simpleType ‘]’
definedType --> T ’(‘ simpleTypes ‘)’
simpleTypes --> simpleType | simpleType ‘,’ simpleTypes
where typeVar, T are non-terminals representing any type variable of L and type symbols
of L, respectively.

Definition: concrete type schema
The concrete type schemas over lexicon L are defined by the following grammar:
typeSchema --> simpleType | ‘all’ typeVars ‘.’ simpleType
typeVars --> typeVar | typeVar ‘,’ typeVars
where simpleType and typeVar are a non-terminals representing concrete simple types
over L and type variables of L, respectively.

Definition: concrete variable declaration
The concrete variable declarations over lexicon L are defined by the following grammar:
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var_declaration --> ‘var’ variables ’:’ simpleType
variables --> x | x ‘,’ variables
where x, simpleType are a non-terminals representing a variables of L and concrete
simple types over L, respectively.

Definition: concrete signature
The concrete signatures over lexicon L are defined by the following grammar:
signature --> f ‘:’ typeSchema | f ‘:’ t ‘if’ localDecls
localDecls --> localDecl | localDecl ‘:’ localDecls
localDecl --> s ‘:’ simpleType | ‘var’ s ‘:’ simpleType
where f, typeSchema, x and simpleType are non-terminals representing defined symbols,
concrete type schemas, variables, and concrete simple types over L, respectively.

Definition: concrete type rule
The concrete type rules over lexicon L are defined by the following grammar:
typeRule --> type T ’(‘typeVars’)’ ‘:=’ elem ‘|’ … ‘|’ elem
typeVars --> typeVar | typeVar ‘,’ typeVars
elements --> elem | elem ‘|’ elements
elem --> C ’(‘ simpleTypes’)’ | C
simpleTypes --> simpleType | simpleType ‘,’ simpleTypes
where T, typeVar, C, simpleType are non-terminals representing type symbols of L, type
variables of L, constructors of L, and concrete simple types of L, respectively.

3.1.4

Relationship between Concrete and Abstract Syntax

From the programmer’s perspective, the syntax of LED is described as the sequences
of tokens generated by the context free grammars given above. However, the semantics
and type system will only concern themselves with objects defined in the abstract syntax.
This section will discuss the relationship between concrete and abstract syntax. The
relationship between the abstract and concrete syntax is straightforward. In fact, in most
cases the set of abstract objects is actually a proper subset of corresponding set of
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concrete objects. In this subsection to make the distinction between objects defined in the
abstract syntax and those defined in the concrete syntax more clear, we will refer to the
notion of term as described in the abstract syntax as abstract term. We will adopt a
similar naming convention to refer to other objects defined in the abstract syntax, i.e.
abstract simple types, and abstract variable declarations, etc.
In the case of abstract and concrete terms, the abstract terms are a subset of the
concrete terms. Intuitively, the difference between abstract and concrete terms is that the
abstract terms are fully parenthesized. In comparison, associativity and precedence
conventions allow many parentheses to be omitted in concrete terms, and allow
parentheses to be used to override these conventions. The parenthesis can be restored to
a concrete term to create a corresponding abstract term, by the precedence and
associativity conventions described in Table 3.1. The precedence and associativity
conventions together define an unambiguous map from concrete terms to abstract terms,
e.g. every concrete term refers to exactly one abstract term.
Table 3.1 Precedence and Associativity Conventions
Precedence

Operator

Associativity

Example concrete term

1

invisible application

left prefix

f(x)(y)

2

^

right prefix

1^2^3

3

- (unary)

right prefix

--2

4

* / mod intdiv

left infix

1*2*3

5

+ -

left infix

4+5+6

6

= < > <= >= in

left infix

1=2=true

7

(all schema in term)

right prefix (all x in P)(some y in Q) x<y

(some schema in term) right prefix
8

not

right prefix

not not P

9

and intersect

left infix

P and Q and R

10

or union \

left infix

P or Q or R
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The precedence and associativity conventions may also be overridden by parenthesis.
For example, while the concrete 1+2*3 refers to the abstract term +(1,*(2,3),the
precedence of * over + can be overridden, e.g. the concrete term (1+2)*3 refers to the
abstract term *(+(1,2),3). Additionally, the associativity of infix function symbols
may be overridden by placing parenthesis around the built-in infix function symbol. For
example, the (+) is the prefix version of the normally infix +, e.g. both the concrete terms
(1+2)*3 and (+)(1,2)*3 both refer to the abstract term *(+(1,2),3). Below are
some additional examples of concrete terms and the abstract terms they refer to.

Concrete

Abstract

f(x)(y)

f(x)(y)

1^2^3

^(1,^(2,3) )

-2^3

-(^,(2,3) )

1*2/3

/(*(1,2) ,3)

(4+5)*6

*(+ (4,5),6)

(=)(1,2) = true
(all P)(some Q)R(x) and S(y)

=(true,=(1,2))
(all P)((some Q)and(R(x),S(y)))

P and Q or R

or(and(P,Q),R)

The relationship between the abstract simple types and concrete simple types is similar
to that between abstract and concrete terms. The abstract simple types are a subset of the
concrete simple types. Similarly, the abstract simple types are fully parenthesized, and
precedence and associativity conventions allow many parentheses in concrete simple
types to be omitted. There is only one associativity convention for simple types, namely
the ‘->’ symbol used to construct function types is left associative. For example, the
concrete simple type integer->integer->integer refers to the abstract simple
type ((integer->integer)->integer). Similar to the case for terms, this
associativity convention can be overridden with parenthesis. For example, the concrete
simple type integer->(integer->integer) refers to the abstract simple type
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(integer->(integer->integer)). The symbols int, bool, frac are shorthands for integer, boolean, and fraction, respectively
The relationship between abstract definitions, abstract variable declarations, and
abstract signatures, and the corresponding concrete definition, concrete variable
declaration and concrete signature is straightforward. The only nontrivial difference
between them is that some concrete variable declarations and type rules are considered
shorthands for collections of variable declarations and type rules. Specifically, the
concrete variable declaration var x,y:integer is a shorthand for the two variable
declarations var x:integer and var y:integer. The concrete type rule type
list(t) ≔ empty | cons(t,list(t)) is a shorthand for the two type rules
list(t) ≔ empty and list(t) ≔ cons(t,list(t)).

3.2 Semantics
We will first give some informative examples in section 3.2.1. Then, in section 3.2.2
we will present some important definitions used by the semantics. In section 3.2.3, we
present the definitions concerning variable binding and substitution. In section 3.2.4, we
will define the one-step reduction relation, and the evaluation relation. In section 3.3.5
and section 3.3.6 will present the definitions that will be used later in section 3.3.7 to
state the reduction rules. Specifically, in section 3.3.5, we introduce the notion of of
solvable term which is used to define the one-step reduction of set comprehensions,
quantified terms, and piecewise definitions. In section 3.3.6, we give definitions which
are used to define the one-step reduction of application of built-in functions. Finally, in
section 3.3.7 we give the complete listing of the reduction rules.

3.2.1 Intuition and Examples
Recall from chapter 2, small-step reduction semantics are given by defining a
reduction relation and a collection of terms called values. Then, the evaluation relation
will be defined in terms of the reflexive transitive closure of the reduction relation. For
simplicity, we will use the more explicit term one-step reduction when describing the
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small-step reduction semantics in this section. The one-step reduction relation is a binary
relation over LED terms and is defined as the minimal relation closed over the reduction
axioms and reduction rules given in Table 3.2. An example of a reduction axiom is
(1+3)⇒4, which says that (1+3) one-step reduces to 4. Other axioms include (3 in
{1,2,3})⇒true and (x in {1,2,3})⇒(x=1 or (x=2 or x=3)). While the
precise formulation of the evaluation relation in section 3.3.3 refers to the reflexive
transitive closure of one-step reduction, the following examples will instead refer
sequences of successive one-step reductions, which will be written e1=>e2…=>en, to
mean that for every i∊{1…n} , ei one-step reduces to ei+1. Horizontal and vertical whitespace may be ignored when reading sequences of one-step reductions.
Example 3.2.1
(1+(1-3) < 0)
⇒ (1+(-2) < 0)
⇒ (-1 < 0) ⇒ true
Example 3.2.2
(-1+3)+(4*5)=0
⇒ (2+(4*5))=0
⇒ (2+20)=0
⇒ 22=0
⇒ false

Example 3.2.3
{(x,y)| x=1 and y in {3,4} and (x+y) mod 2 = 0 }
⇒ {(x,y)|(x=1 and (y=3 or y=4)) and (x+y) mod 2 = 0 }
⇒ {(x,y)|(x=1 and y=3)or(x=1 and y=4)and((x+y) mod 2 = 0)}
⇒ {(x,y)|(x=1 and y=3 and (x+y) mod 2 = 0)or(x=1 and y=4
and (x+y) mod 2 = 0)}
…
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⇒ {(x,y)|(x=1 and y=3 and (1+3) mod 2 = 0)or(x=1 and y=4
and (1+4) mod 2 = 0)}
…
⇒ {(x,y) | (x=1 and y=3 and true) or (x=1 and y=4 and
false)}
⇒ {(1,3)}

3.2.2

Definitions

Basically, the terms of LED presented so far are the abstract terms that can be referred
to by concrete terms. The actual small-step reduction semantics will require us to expand
the LED language in three ways. First, the lexicon is expanded to include more variable
names and programs must be expanded to include declarations for these additional
variables. Intuitively, if x is a variable in some lexicon L, we can extend L with some
new variables x1, x2, … that are not already symbols of L, that may be used to avoid
variable capture during substitution by replacing occurrences of x with a new xi.
Similarly, a program over L can be augmented with declarations for these new variables,
so that all of the xi will be declared with the same type as x. Second, we extend the
notion of term to include the reserved symbol error, which will be the result an
application of a partial function to an argument with the correct type, but that is not in its
domain. For example, the division of the numeral 1 by 0 one-step reduces to error
(e.g. 1/0=>error is a reduction axiom). Third, we extend the notion of term to account
for the intermediate forms required to evaluate piecewise definitions. These later two
extensions are made precise with the following definition of extended term.

Definition: extended term
An expression is an extended term over lexicon L if it can be shown by finitely many
applications of the following rules:
(1) All terms are extended terms.
(2) If e1 and e2 are extended terms, then (e1 if e2) is an extended term.
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(3) The reserved symbols nil and error are extended terms.
(4) If n≥1, and e1 ,..., en are extended terms,
then (branch e1 ,…, en) is an extended term over L.
(5) If n≥2, e1 ,..., en are extended terms,
then (obranch e1 ,…, en) is an extended term over L.

For the remainder of this document, we will use the word term to refer to the notion of
extended term. Terms of the form (e1 if e2) are called if-terms. The term e2 is called the
guard of the if-term (e1 if e2). Terms of the form (branch e1 ,…, en) and (obranch e1
,…, en) are called branch-terms and obranch-terms, respectively. We assume that ifterms may appear as immediate sub-terms of only branch-terms or obranch-terms. For
example,
(branch (1 if true)) is a term, whereas (branch (1 if (2 if true)))
is not a term.

Definition: value
A term over lexicon L is a value over L if it can be shown by finitely many applications
of the following rules:
(1) All constants are values over L.
(2) All constructors of L are values over L.
(3) All lambda abstractions are values over L.
(4) All defined function symbols of L are values over L.
(5) If k≥0, and v1 ,..., vk are values over L, then the terms {v1 ,…, vk}, [v1 ,…, vk] are
values over L.
(6) If k≥2, and v1 ,..., vk are values over L, then the term (v1 ,…, vk) is a value over L.
(7) If C is a constructor of L, k≥1, and v1 ,..., vk are values over L, then the term C (v1
,..., vk) is a value over L.
In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then values over L, may simply be called values. Values of the forms {v1
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,…, vk}, [v1 ,…, vk], or (v1 ,…, vk) are called set literals, list literals, and tuple literals,
respectively, and values of the form C(v2 ,…, vk) are called constructed literals. The
terms which are values can be passed as an argument to a function and returned as the
result of a function application.

3.2.3

Variable Binding and Substitution

Since LED is a functional language, the notions of bound variable and capture
avoiding substitution figure prominently in its semantics. The definition of bound
variable occurrence is similar to the standard one used in the lambda calculus [Church,
1941] and the core of Standard ML[Milner et al, 1990] with a few notable differences.

Definition: solvable occurrence
An occurrence of a variable x is solvable in a term, if it can be shown by finitely many
applications of the following rules:
(1) The occurrences of x in the schema s are solvable in the terms (s = e1), (e1 = s),
or (s in e1).
(2) If an occurrence of x is solvable in e1, then free occurrences of x in e2 are solvable
in the

term (e1 and e2).

(3) The occurrences of x which are solvable in either e1 or e2 are solvable in the
term (e1 and e2).
(4) The occurrences of x which are solvable in either e1 or e2 are solvable in the
term (e1 or e2).
A term e is solvable for a variable x if there is an occurrence of x which is solvable in e.

Definition: variable occurrence bound by term
The occurrences of a variable x are bound by a term, if it can be shown by finitely many
applications of the following rules:
(1) If x in {x1 ,…, xn}, then all occurrences of x in e1 are bound by (lambda (x1 ,…,
xn) . e1).
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(2) If x ∊ Vars(s) , then all occurrences of x in s and e1 are bound by (all (s in e2)
e1).
(3) If x ∊ Vars(s) , then all occurrences of x in s and e1 are bound by (some (s in e2)
e1).
(4) If e2 is solvable for x and x is not bound by super-term of {e1 | e2}, then free
occurrences of x in e1 and solvable occurrences of x in e2 are bound by {e1 | e2}.
(5) If e2 is solvable for x, and (e1 if e2) is a branch of a piecewise definition of which
x is not a parameter, then free occurrences of x in e1 and solvable occurrences of x
in e2 are bound by (e1 if e2).

Definition: variable bound in term
A variable x is bound in term e if x is bound by e or is bound by a sub-term of e.

The definition of bound variable occurrence is, for most part, similar to the
conventional one. However, the cases 4, 5 are less conventional and are illustrated with a
few examples below.
Example 3.2.4 Let E = {(x,y) | ((x in {1,2}) and (y in {1,2}))}.
Since ((x in {1,2}) and (y in {1,2})) is solvable for both x and y, and
neither x or y is bound by a super-term of E, case (4) tells us that the variables x and y
are bound by E .
Example 3.2.5 Let E = (lambda y . {(x,y) | ((x in {1,2}) and (y in
{1,2}))}). As in the previous example, ((x in {1,2}) and (y in {1,2}))
is solvable for both x and y. Since y is bound by the lambda abstraction, case (4) tells us
that only x is bound by {(x,y) | ((x in {1,2}) and (y in {1,2}))}.
Example 3.2.6 Let D = def lookup(x,set) = (y if ((x,y) in set)).
Notice that x and set are parameters of D, and that ((x,y) in set)) is solvable
for y, and y is not a parameter of D, so case (5) tells us that y is bound by (y if
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((x,y) in set)).

Example 3.2.7 Let D = def member(x,set) = (x if (x in set)). Since x
and set are parameters of the D, case (5) tells us that neither x or set are bound by (x
if (x in set)).

Definitions: free variable
A variable x is free in term e if there is an occurrence of x which is not bound in e. We
will write FV(e) for the set of variables that are free in e.

Definition: closed term
An term e is closed if FV(e) =∅.

Definition: closed definition
A function definition def f(x1 ,…, xn) = e is closed if FV(e) ⊆ { x1 ,…, xn }.
A symbol definition def f = e is closed if FV(e) = {}.

A variable-term pair over L is a pair of the form (x,e) where x is a variable of L and e is a
term over L.

Definition: term substitution
A term substitution over L is a finite set of variable-term pairs with distinct first
coordinates.
In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then a term substitution over L may simply be called a term substitution. If
S is a term substitution, we will write domain(S) for set composed of the first coordinate
of every pair in S and will write range(S) for the set composed of the second coordinate
of every pair in S. We will write term substitutions using the conventional roster set
notation (i.e., {(x,1), (y,2)}). The meta-variables S, S1, S2, …will vary over term
substitutions.
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If e is a term and S is a term substitution, then e/S is the term obtained from e by
replacing all free occurrences of x with g whenever (x,g)  S. The substitution of e for x
in p, written p/{(x,e)}, is safe if no occurrence of a variable in e becomes bound by p or a
sub-term of p when e is substituted for x in p. All substitutions described in the semantics
are presumed to be safe by renaming bound variables whenever necessary.

3.2.4

Evaluation

Definition: one-step reduction
If P is a program, and e1 and e2 are terms, all over some lexicon L, we say that e1 one-step
reduces to e2 under P if e1⇒P e2 is the conclusion of a deduction constructed according to
the collection of axioms and inference rules given in Table 3.2 below.

In case a program P is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the
particulars of P, then e1⇒P e2 may simply be written e1 ⇒ e2, and read as e one-step
reduces to e2. For a program P, let ⇒P* be the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒P.

Definition: evaluation
If P is program and e is a closed term, v is a value, all over some lexicon L, we say that e
evaluates to v if e1 ⇒P* v holds.

3.2.5

Solvable Terms

In the previously published semantics of LED [Rushton & Blount, 2011], the notions
of solvable expression and their solutions were used to give meanings to several sorts of
expressions including set comprehensions, quantifiers, nondeterministic selections from a
set, and piecewise function definitions. For example, the expressions x in {1,2,3}
and (x,y)=(1,2) are solvable expressions. As opposed to a closed expression that
denoted values such as numerals, tuple literals, etc., solvable expressions denoted sets of
term substitutions. Intuitively, a substitution S was called solution of a solvable
expression e if e/S denoted the boolean constant true. For example, the substitution
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{(x,1), (y,2)} is a solution of the term ((x in {1,2}) and (y=2 and x+y<4)).
This intuition does not directly fit well into a small-step reduction semantics because it
creates a mutually recursive dependency between the reduction relation and the
evaluation relation, which would make proofs concerning the semantics, such as type
safety, more intricate.
We define a similar notion called simply solvable terms which is defined via structural
induction on the term itself, and importantly for which the implementation of a decision
procedure is straightforward. The algorithm which produces the set of solutions of a
simply solvable term is also defined recursively over the structure of the simply solvable
term. For example, the expressions (x=1), (x=1 and false), and (x=1 or x=2
or x=3) are all simply solvable terms, while ((x=1 or x=2) and (y=1)), and (y
in {1,2,3}) are not. We will use the notion of simply solvable term to give the
domain over which certain meta-variables will vary in the complete listing of the
reduction rules.

Definition: simply solvable atomic sentence
A term is a simply solvable atomic sentence over lexicon L, if it can be shown by finitely
many applications of the following rules:
(1) The boolean constants, true and false are simply solvable atomic sentences
over L.
(2) If s is a schema over L and v is a value over L, then the terms (s = v), (v = s), (s in
{}), and (s in []) are simply solvable atomic sentences over L.

Definition: simply solvable conjunction
A term is a simply solvable conjunction over lexicon L, if it can be shown by finitely
many applications of the following rules:
(1) A simply solvable atomic sentence over lexicon L is a simply solvable
conjunction over lexicon L.
(2) If e1 and e2 are simply solvable conjunctions over L, then (e1 and e2) is a simply
solvable conjunction over L.
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(3) If e1 is a simply solvable conjunction over L with no solutions and e2 is a term
over L, then (e1 and e2) is a simply solvable conjunction over L.
(4) If e2 is a simply solvable conjunction over L with no solutions and e2 is a term
over L, then (e1 and e2) is a simply solvable conjunction over L.

Definition: simply solvable disjunction
A term is a simply solvable disjunction over lexicon L, if it can be shown by finitely
many applications of the following rules:
(1) A simply solvable conjunction over L is a simply solvable disjunction over L.
(2) If e1 and e2 are simply solvable disjunctions over L, then (e1 or e2) is a simply
solvable disjunction over L.

In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with its particulars,
then simply solvable sentences over L, simply solvable conjunctions over L, and simply
solvable disjunctions over L, may be called simply solvable sentences, simply solvable
conjunctions, and simply solvable disjunctions, respectively. The meta-variables conj,
conj1, conj2, ... will vary over simply solvable conjunctions, and disj, disj1, disj2, ... will
vary over simply solvable disjunctions.

Definition: simply solvable term
A term is a simply solvable term if it is either a simply solvable disjunction, simply
solvable conjunction, or simply solvable atomic sentence.

Now that we have defined simply solvable terms, we define the substitutions which
are their solutions. We will write solutions(e) for the set of solutions of the simply
solvable term e.
Definition: solution
A term substitution S is a solution of a simply solvable term, if it can be shown by finitely
many applications of the following rules:
(1) Any substitution is a solution of true.
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(2) If s/S and v are identical, then S is a solution of (s = v) and S is a solution of (v =
s).
(3) If S is a solution of conj1 and S is a solution of conj2, then S is a solution of (conj1
and conj2).
(4) If S is a solution of disj1 or S is a solution of disj2, then S is a solution of (disj1 or
disj2).
3.2.6

Built-in Functions

The built-in function symbols are only meaningful, that is one-step reduce to some
value, if applied to appropriate arguments. The semantic rules in [Rushton & Blount,
2011], placed these conditions in each semantic rule. Here we specify the binary relation
Defined over built-in function symbols and values, which essentially collects all of the
conditions under which an application of a built-in function symbol is meaningful. The
relation Defined is the minimal relation closed over the following rules:
Defined(Op, (r1 , r2) ) if Op ∊ {+ , - , * , ^, < , > , <= , >=} and r1 and r2 are either
fractions

or numerals

Defined(- , r1) if r1 is either fractions or numerals
Defined( ^ , (r1 , n2) )

if r1 is numeral or fraction, and n ≠ 0

Defined( ^ , (r1 , n2) )

if r1 is a numeral or fraction and n2 is nonnegative

Defined(Op, (n1 ,n2) ) if n is a numeral, n ≠ 0, and Op ∊ {/, mod, intdiv} and n ≠ 0
Defined(/, (r1 ,r2) ) if r1 and r2 are either fractions or numerals and r2 ≠ 0
Defined(floor, r ) if r is a fractions or numerals
Defined(Op, (b1 , b2) ) if b1 and b2 are boolean constants, and Op ∊ {and, or}
Defined( not, b )

if b is a boolean constants,

Defined(in , (v1 , v2) ) if v1 is a value and v2 is either a set literal or list literal
Defined(Op , (v1 , v2) ) if v1 and v2 are set literals and Op ∊ {union, intersect,
\}
Defined(card, v ) if v1 is a set literal.
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Defined(++, (v1 , v2) ) if v1 and v2 are list literals
Defined(head, v ) if v is a list literal and v ≠ []
Defined(tail, v ) if v is a list literal and v ≠ []
Defined(= , (v1 , v2) ) if v1 and v2 are closed values

3.2.7 Reduction Rules
Table 3.2 below lists the LED typing rules. Some notation conventions should be noted.
First, we let P be a fixed program. Second, the meta-variable conventions are as follows:
the meta-variables e, e1, e2, … will vary over terms; v, v1, v2, … will vary over values; x,
x1, … will vary over variables; n, n1, n2, … will vary over numerals; r, r1, r2, … will vary
over fractions and numerals; b, b1, b2, … will vary over the boolean constants true and
false; Op will vary over built-in function symbols, and the meta-variables S, S1, S2,
…will vary over term substitutions. Third, the default convention will be to list the “side
conditions” of a reduction rule in parentheses to the right of its premises (i.e. the if-part),
and to list the “side conditions” of an axiom to the right of the axiom. However, in case
the side conditions of a reduction axiom are too long, they will be appear on the line
immediately after the axiom and right justified (e.g. the [def_app] rule on the next page).

Table 3.2 Reduction Rules
Built-in functions
[delta]

Op(v1 ,…, vn) ⇒ δ(Op, (v1 ,…, vn))

(whenever defined(Op, (v1,…,vn)) )

[div_error] (r1 / r2) ⇒ error

(whenever r2 = 0)

[intdiv_error] (n1 intdiv n2) ⇒ error

(whenever n2 = 0)

[mod_error]

(n1 mod n2) ⇒ error

(whenever n2 = 0)

[^_error] (r ^ n) ⇒ error

(if r = 0 and n is negative numeral)

[head_error]

head(l) ⇒ error

(if l=[] )

[tail_error]

tail(l) ⇒ error

(if l=[] )
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Table 3.2 Continued.
Beta reduction
[beta] (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e)(v1 ,…, vn) ⇒ e/S
(whenever n≥1, S = {(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)} )
Defined function
[def_app]

f (v1 ,…, vn) ⇒ e/S
(whenever n≥1, def f (x1 ,…, xn) = e ∊ P, and S ={(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)} )

[defsym]

f⇒e

(whenever def f = e ∊ P)

Call-by-value
[appL] If e1 ⇒ e’1

(whenever n≥2)

Then e1(e2 ,…, en) ⇒ e’1(e2 ,…, en)
[appR]

If (e1 ,…, en) ⇒ (e’1 ,…, e’n)

(whenever n≥2)

Then v(e1 ,…, en) ⇒ v(e’1 ,…, e’n)
Data
[set]

If ei ⇒ e’i

(whenever n≥1and i ∊{1 … n} )

Then {e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei , ei+1 ,…, en} ⇒ {e1 ,…, ei-1 , e’i , ei+1 ,…, en}
[list]

If ei ⇒ e’i

(whenever n≥1and i ∊{1 … n} )

Then [e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei , ei+1 ,…, en] ⇒ [e1 ,…, ei-1 , e’i , ei+1 ,…, en]
[tuple]

If ei⇒e’i

(whenever n≥2 and i ∊{1 … n} )

Then (e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei , ei+1 ,…, en) ⇒ (e1 ,…, ei-1 , e’i , ei+1 ,…, en)
Boolean conjunction
[andFE]

(false and e ) ⇒ false

( FV(e)= ∅ )

[andTF]

(true and false) ⇒ false

[andTT]

(true and true) ⇒ true
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Table 3.2 Continued.
Solvable Terms
[inS]

(s in {v1 ,…, vn}) ⇒ (s = v1) or … or (s = vn)

[inL]

(s in [v1 ,…, vn]) ⇒ (s = v1) or … or (s = vn)
(conj and e2 ) ⇒ (conj and e2/S )

[andSE]

(whenever {S}=solutions(conj) and FV(e2) ∩ domain(S) ≠ ∅)
[and/orR] ( (disj1 or disj2) and e) ⇒ ( (disj1 and e) or (disj2 and e) )
[and/orL] (conj and (disj1 or disj2)) ⇒ ( (conj and disj1) or (conj and disj2) )
Set Comprehension and Quantifier
[setofE] If e1 ⇒ e’1
Then {e2 | e1 } ⇒ {e2 | e’1 }
[setof] {e | disj } ⇒ { e/S1 ,…, e/Sk } (whenever k≥0 and {S1 ,…, Sk}=solutions(disj) )
[allE]

If e1 ⇒ e’1
Then (all (s in e1) ) e2 ⇒ (all (s in e’1) ) e2

[allS]

(all (s in {v1 ,…, vn}) ) e2 ⇒ (e2/S1 and … and e2/Sk )
(whenever k>0 and {S1 ,…, Sk}=solutions((s = v1) or … or (s = vn)) )

[allT] (all (s in {v1 ,…, vn}) ) e2 ⇒ true
[someE]

({}=solutions((s = v1) or … or (s = vn)) )

If e1 ⇒ e’1
Then (some (s in e1) ) e2 ⇒ (some (s in e’1) ) e2

[someS]

(some (s in {v1 ,…, vn}) ) e2 ⇒ (e2/S1 or … or e2/Sk )
(whenever k>0 and {S1 ,…, Sk}=solutions( (s = v1) or … or (s = vn)) )
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Table 3.2 Continued.
[someF]

(some (s in {v1 ,…, vk}) ) e2 ⇒ false
(whenever {}=solutions((s = v1) or … or (s = vn)) )

If-term
[IfE] If e1 ⇒ e’1
Then (e if e1) ⇒ (e if e’1)
[IfT] (e2 if disj) ⇒ e2/S

(whenever S ∊ solutions(disj) )

[IfF] (e2 if disj) ⇒ nil

(whenever disj has no solutions )

Branch-term
[branchE] If ei ⇒ e’i
Then (branch e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei, ei+1 ,…, en ) ⇒ (branch e1 ,…, ei-1 , e’i , ei+1 ,…, en )
[branchT] (branch e1 ,…, en) ⇒ ei

(whenever n≥1, i ∊{1 … n} and ei is a value )

[branchF] (branch nil ,…, nil) ⇒ error

Obranch-term
[obranchE]
If ei ⇒ e’i

(whenever n≥1 and i ∊{1… n})

Then (obranch e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei , ei+1 ,…, en , e) ⇒ (obranch e1 ,…, ei-1 , e’i , ei+1
,…, en , e)
[obranchT]
(obranch e1 ,…, en , e ) ⇒ ei
[obranchF]

(whenever n≥1, i ∊{1 … n}, and ei is a value )

(obranch nil ,…, nil, e ) ⇒ e
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Table 3.2 Continued.
Runtime Error propagation
[appR_error] v(error) ⇒ error
[appL_error] error(e2 ,…, en) ⇒ error
[if_error]

(e if error) ⇒ error

[tuple_error] ( e1 ,…, en ) ⇒ error

(whenever n≥2, i ∊{1 … n}, and ei=error)

[set_error]

{ e1 ,…, en } ⇒ error

(whenever n≥0, i ∊{1 … n}, and ei=error)

[list_error]

[ e1 ,…, en ] ⇒ error

(whenever n≥0, i ∊{1 … n}, and ei=error)

[setof_error] { e | error} ⇒ error
[all_error]

(all (s in error) ) e2 ⇒ error

[some_error] (some (s in error) ) e2 ⇒ error
[branch_error]
(branch e1 ,…, en) ⇒ error

(whenever n≥1, i ∊{1 … n}, and ei=error)

[obranch_error]
(obranch e1 ,… , en) ⇒ error

(whenever n>1, i ∊{1 … n}, and ei=error)

3.3 Type System
In general, a type system is defined by a collection of types and binary relation over
terms and types called the typing relation. We adopt a commonly used approach and
describe the typing relation in terms of typing axioms and typing rules. In section 3.3.1,
we will introduce the intuition and give examples of terms and their types. In sections
3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 3.3.4 we will provide background definitions. In section 3.3.5, we will
define the typing relation for terms with the notion of type judgment. In section 3.3.6, we
will define the notion of well-typed definitions in terms of the relationship between
definitions and signatures. The definition of well-typed program will follow directly from
the the definition of well-typed definition. In section 3.3.7 and 3.3.8 we give additional
auxiliary definitions used in the typing rules. Finally, in section 3.3.9 give the complete
list of the typing rules.
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3.3.1 Examples and Intuition
Example 3.3.1 The term 1+2*3 has type integer.
Example 3.3.2 If the variable x is declared to have type integer, the term (lambda
(x).x+x) has type (integer->integer).
Example 3.3.3 The type of the term {1,2} union {} is {integer}.
Example 3.3.3 If the variables y and z are declared to have type integer, signature S
is
f : (integer,integer)->fraction, and definition D is def f(y,z)=y/z, then
D is well-typed by S.
Example 3.3.4 If the variable f is declared to have type (t1->t2), the variable x is
declared to have type t1, the signature S = apply:all t1,t2.((t1->t2),t1)>t2, and definition D = def apply(f,x) = f(x), then D is well-typed by S.
3.3.2 Type Schemas

Some built-in functions such as union have polymorphic types. In practice this
means that different occurrences of a symbol can have different types. For example,
consider the pair
({1} union {2},{true} union {false}). Notice that the first occurrence of
union is applied to sets of integers, while the second occurrence of union is applied to
sets of boolean constants. More precisely the first occurrence has type
({int},{int})->{int}, and the second has type ({bool},{bool})→{bool}.
Type schemas are used describe the many possible types that occurrences of a
polymorphic function may have. For example, the type schema all t.({t},{t})>{t} describes the types that occurrences of the built-in function symbol union could
have and says that for any simple type t union is a binary function from pairs of sets of
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t’s to a sets of t’s. It should be noted that we consider sets homogenous, that is every
member must have the same type.

Definition: bound/free type variable
The type variables a1…an are bound in the type schema (all a1 ,…, an . t), and
variables that are not bound are free.

We will write FTV(σ) and BTV(σ) for the sets of free and bound variables of a type
scheme σ. A type schema σ is closed if FTV(σ)=∅.

A type variable-simple type pair over L is a pair of the form (a,t) where a is a type
variable of L and t is a simple type over L

Definition: type substitution
A type substitution over L is a finite set of type variable-simple type pairs with distinct
first coordinates.

In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
of lexicon L, then a type substitution over L, may simply be called a type substitution. If S
is a type substitution, we will write domain(S) for set composed of the first coordinate of
every pair in S, and will write range(S) for the set composed of the second coordinate of
every pair in S. If σ is a type schema and S is a type substitution, then σ/S is the result of
replacing every free occurrence of a with t (renaming the bound type variables in σ if
necessary) whenever (a,t) ∊ S. We will write type substitutions using the conventional
roster set notation, e.g. {(a,1), (b,2)}. The meta-variables S, S1, S2, …will vary over
type substitutions.
Definition: instance
A type schema σ1 is called an instance of a type scheme σ2, if there exists a type
substitution S such that σ1 = σ2/S.
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Definition: generic instance
The type schema σ1 has a generic instance σ2, written σ 1 ≻ σ2, if there exists type
substitution S such that t2 = t1/S where domain(S) ⊆ {a1 ,…, an}, and {β1 ,…, βm } ∩
FTV(σ1) = ∅ when σ1= (all a1 ,…, an.t1) , and σ2= (all β1 ,…, βm.t2), and t1 = t2 when σ1
and σ2 are simple types.
Below are some examples of generic instance:
a≻a

where a is a type variable

(integer , boolean) ≻ (integer, boolean)
all a. a->a ≻ integer -> integer
all a1, a2. a1->a2 ≻ integer -> boolean
all a. a->a ≻ a1->a1

3.3.3

Solution Types

The notion of simple type and the typing used in the examples thus far is very well
understood and is very similar to several seminal works in type systems [Milner, 1978;
Clement et al, 1986]. However, because solvable expressions contain occurrences of
variables which are free, an extension is required. Intuitively, simply solvable terms and
terms that ultimately reduce to simply solvable terms will be have a solution type.
Analogous to a solution, which describes a set of variable-value pairs, a solution type will
describe a set of variable-simple type pairs.

A variable-simple type pair over lexicon L is a pair of the form (x,t) where x is a variable
of L and t is a simple type over L.

Definition: solution type
A solution type over lexicon L is a finite set of variable-simple type pairs with distinct
first coordinates.

In case a lexicon L is clear from context or if we are not concerned with the particulars
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of lexicon L, then a solution type over L, may simply be called a solution type. If t is a
solution type, we will write domain(t) for set composed of the first coordinate of every
pair in S. We will write solution types using the conventional roster set notation, i.e.
{(x,int), (y,boolean)}. If for some n≥0 x1 ,…, xn are variables, and t1 ,…, tn are
simple types, we will write {(x1,t1) ,…, (x1,tn)}, for the solution type consisting of the pair
(xi,ti) for every i ∊ {1…n}.
Example 3.3.1 The type of the simply solvable term (y=1 and z=false) is the
solution type {(y,int),(z,boolean)}.
Example 3.3.2 The type of ((x in {1,2,3}) and (y in {1,2,3})) is the solution
type {(x,int),(y,int)}.

Definition: type
A type over lexicon L is either a solution type over L or simple type over L. Unless
explicitly noted otherwise, the meta-variables t, t0, t1,… will vary over simple types.
3.3.4

Type Environment

Intuitively, the type of an expression which is not closed requires assumptions about the
types of the free variables occurring in it. This contextual dependency is represented in
the type environment.
A variable-type schema pair over lexicon L is a pair of the form (x,σ) where x is a
variable of L and σ is a type schema over L.
Definition: type environment
A type environment over L is a finite set of variable-type schema pairs.

If G is a type environment, we will write domain(G) for set composed of the first
coordinate of every pair in G, and range(G) for set composed of the second coordinate of
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every pair in G. We will write type environments using the conventional roster set
notation, e.g. {(x,int), (union, all t.({t},{t})->{t})}. If for some n≥0 x1 ,…,
xn are variables, and σ1 ,…, σn are type schemas, we will write {(x1,σ1) ,…, (xn,σn)}, for
the type environment consisting of the pair (xi,σi) for every i ∊ {1…n}.
The following definitions for type environment removal and update are used to
describe transformations of the type environment that some typing rules will require.
Specifically, the typing rules for quantifiers and lambda abstractions will make use of
these transformations.

Definition: type environment removal
If G is a type environment and s is a set of variables, the removal of s from G, written Gs,
is the set {(x,t) | (x,t) ∊ G and x ∉ S}.

Definition: type environment update
If G1 and G are type environments, the update of G with G1, written G1 ∙ G, is the union
of G1 with the removal of domain(G1) from G. More formally it is defined by the
equation G1 ∙ G2 = G1 ∪ Gdomain(G1) .
For example, if G1 = {(x,int)} and G = {(y,int), (x,boolean)}, then G1 ∙ G =
{(y,int), (x,int)}.

3.3.5

Type Judgment

Definition: type judgment
If P is program, e is a term, and G is a type environment, all over some lexicon L, P,G ⊢
e:t is a type judgment if it is the conclusion of a deduction constructed according to the
typing rules in Table 3.3.
If P,G ⊢ e:t is a type judgment, then we say under program P and type environment G
the term e has type t. In case a program P is clear from context or if we are not
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concerned with its particulars, we will write the type judgment P,G⊢ e:t as G⊢ e: t. In
case G is empty, then we may simply write G⊢ e: t as ⊢ e: t.

3.3.6

Well-typed Program

Intuitively, a program is well-typed if the signatures and definitions “agree”. So first
we define P-type environment to construct a type environment from the signatures in P.
Then the definition of a well-typed program follows directly from the definition of a
well-typed definition. Because we have two forms of definition (i.e symbol and function
definitions) and four possible forms of signatures, the definition of well-typed definition
must account for eight possible combinations. Most of these share much in common.

Definition: P-type environment
If P is a program, the P-type environment is the type environment composed of pairs of
the form (f, σ) such that f is declared to have type σ by some signature in P.

Definition: well-typed function definition
Let P be a program, and G be a P-type environment, S be a signature in P, x1,…,xn are
variables all over some lexicon L, such that for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P. Then, a
function definition def f (x1 ,…, xn) = e in P is well-typed by S, if any of the following
hold:
(1) S = f : all a1 ,…, ak . (t1 ,…, tn)->t and
({(f,t), (x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G) ⊢ e : t is a type judgment
(2) S = f : (t1 ,…, tn)->t and
({(f,t), (x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G) ⊢.e : t is a type judgment
(3) S = f : all a1 ,…, ak . (t1 ,…, tn)->t if var x’1:t’1 ,…, var x’j:t’j and
{var x’1:t’1 ,…, var x’j:t’j}∪P, ({(f,t), (x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G)⊢ e :t is a type
judgment
(4) S = f : (t1 ,…, tn)->t if var x1:t1 ,…, var xk:tk and
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{var x’1:t’1 ,…, var x’j:t’j}∪P, ({(f,t), (x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G)⊢e :t is a type
judgment

Definition: well-typed symbol definition
Let P be a program, and G be a P-type environment, S be a signature in P. Then, a
symbol definition def f = e in P is well-typed by S, if any of the following hold:
(1) S = f : all a1 ,…, ak . t and
({(f,t)∙G) ⊢ e : t is a type judgment
(2) S = f : t and
({(f,t)}∙G) ⊢.e : t is a type judgment
(3) S = f : all a1 ,…, ak . t if var x’1:t’1 ,…, var x’j:t’j and
{var x’1:t’1 ,…, var x’j:t’j}∪P, ({(f,t)}∙G)⊢ e :t is a type judgment
(4) S = f : (t1 ,…, tn)->t if var x1:t1 ,…, var xk:tk and
{var x’1:t’1 ,…, var x’j:t’j}∪P, ({(f,t)}∙G)⊢e :t is a type judgment

Definition: well-typed symbol
If P is a program, f is a symbol of P, then f is well-typed wrt P if for every definition D in
P that defines f, and signature S in P that declares f, D is well-typed by S.

Definition: well-typed program
A program P is well-typed if every symbol of P is well-typed wrt P.

3.3.7 Typing Constants and Built-in Function Symbols
The types of constants and built-in function symbols are described by the TypeOf
relation below. This will allow a single type rule (schema) to determine the type of every
constant and built-in function symbol.
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Definition: TypeOf
The binary relation TypeOf from constants and built-in function symbols to type schemas
is defined as the minimal relation closed over the following rules:
TypeOf (n , integer) if n is a numeral
TypeOf(a, atom ) if a is a quoted string
TypeOf (true, boolean )
TypeOf (false, boolean )
TypeOf (-, fraction -> fraction))
TypeOf (-, integer -> integer )
TypeOf (floor, fraction -> integer )
TypeOf(Op, (integer, integer) -> integer ) if Op ∊ {+,-,*, intdiv,
mod,^}
TypeOf(Op, (integer, fraction) -> fraction ) if Op ∊ {+,-,*,/}
TypeOf(Op, (fraction, integer) -> fraction ) if Op ∊ {+,-,*,/,^}
TypeOf(Op, (fraction, fraction) -> fraction) if Op ∊ {+,-,*,/}
TypeOf(/, (integer, integer) -> fraction)
TypeOf(Op, (integer, integer) -> boolean ) if Op ∊ {=, <, >, <=, >=}
TypeOf(Op, (integer, fraction) -> boolean) if Op ∊ {=, <, >, <=, >=}
TypeOf(Op, (fraction, integer) -> boolean) if Op ∊ {=, <, >, <=, >=}
TypeOf(Op, (fraction, fraction) -> boolean) if Op ∊ {=, <, >, <=, >=}
TypeOf (=, all a .(a, a) -> boolean)
TypeOf (Op, (boolean,boolean) -> boolean) if Op ∊ {or,and}
TypeOf (not, boolean-> boolean )
TypeOf (Op, all a .({a},{a}) ->{a} if Op ∊ {union, intersect, \}
TypeOf (card, all a .{a} -> integer )
TypeOf (in, all a . (a ,{a}) -> boolean )
TypeOf (head, all a . [a] -> a)
TypeOf (tail, all a . [a] -> [a])
TypeOf (++, all a . ([a], [a]) -> [a])
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TypeOf (in, all a . (a ,[a]) -> boolean )

3.3.8

Typing Constructors

Given a set of closed type rules, the types of constructors are given by the TypeOfC
function. This will allow a single type rule (schema) to give the type of the occurrences
of any constructor.

Definition: TypeOfC
Given a well formed set of type rules over lexicon L, the unary function from
constructors to type schemas, TypeOfC, is the defined by the following schemas of
equations.
TypeOfC(C) = all(a1 ,…, an) . T(a1 ,…, an)
(whenever T(a1 ,…, an):= C is a type rule in P)
TypeOfC(C) = all(a1 ,…, an) . (b1 ,…, bk) -> T(a1 ,…, an)
(whenever T(a1 ,…, an):= C(b1 ,…, bk) is a type rule in P)
TypeOfC (C) = T
TypeOfC (C) = (t1 ,…, tk) -> T
3.3.9

(whenever T := C is a type rule in P)
(whenever T := C(t1 ,…, tk) is a type rule in P)

Typing Rules

Table 3.2 below lists the LED typing rules. Some notation conventions should be
noted. First, we let P be a fixed program. Second, the meta-variable conventions are as
follows: meta-variables t, t1 ,t2 will vary over simple types, meta-variables x, x1, x2, …
will vary over variables; G ,G1,G2, … will vary over type environments; the metavariable c will vary over constants; the meta variables e, e1, e2, … will vary over terms;
the meta variable C will vary over constructors; the meta variable s will vary over
schemas, the meta-variables i, j, k and n will vary over non-negative numerals, and for
n≥0, {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} is a meta-variable that varies over solution types. Third, the
default convention will be to list the “side conditions” or a typing rule in parentheses to
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the right of its premises(i.e. the if-part). However, if the side conditions of a rule are
overly long, they will be appear on a line in between the premises (i.e. the if-part) and the
conclusion (i.e. the then-part) and right justified (e.g. the (Tabs) rule on the next page).
Forth, if a rule has multiple premises; the default convention will be list them on a single
line separated by commas. However, to improve readability the subsequent premises
may be listed on new lines, (e.g. the (Tsome) rule on the second page of Table 3.3).

Table 3.3 Typing Rules

(Tconst)

(TypeOf(c) ≻ t)

G⊢ c: t

(Tconstructor)

(TypeOfCon(C) ≻ t)

G⊢ C: t

(Tnil)

G⊢ nil: t

(Terror)

G⊢ error: t

(TerrorS)

G⊢ error: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

(whenever domain(G) ∩{x1 ,…, xn} = ∅)

(Tsym)

G⊢ a:t

(whenever (a, σ) ∊G and σ ≻ t)

(Tabs) If {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t’
(for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P and t = (t1 ,…, tn))
Then G⊢ (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e1): t->t’
(Tapp) If G⊢ (e2 ,…, en):t1, G⊢ e1: t1->t
Then G⊢ e1(e2 ,…, en):t

Data
(Ttuple)

If G⊢ e1:t1 , … , G⊢ en:tn
Then G⊢ (e1 ,…, en): (t1 ,…, tn)

(Tset)

If G⊢ e1:t , … , G⊢ en:t
Then G⊢ {e1 ,…, en}:{t}
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Table 3.3 Continued.
If G⊢ e1: t , … , G⊢ en: t

(Tlist)

Then G⊢ [e1 ,…, en]: [t]

Set Comprehension and Quantifers
If G⊢e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t

(Tsetof)

Then G⊢ { e1 | e2 }: {t}
If G{x1,...,xn}⊢(s in e1): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},

(Tsome)

(Vars(s) = {x1 ,…, xn})

{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G ⊢ e2: boolean
Then G ⊢ (some (s in e1)) e2: boolean
If G{x1,...,xn}⊢(s in e1):{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},

(Tall)

(Vars(s) = {x1 ,…, xn})

{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G ⊢ e2: boolean
Then G⊢ (all (s in e1)) e2: boolean
Branch and If-terms
(Tbranch) If G⊢ e1: t , … , G⊢ en: t
Then G⊢ (branch e1 , … , en): t
If G⊢ e1:t , … , G⊢ en:t, and G ⊢ e: t

(Tobranch)

Then G ⊢ (obranch e1 ,…, en , e ):t
If G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: t

(TifS)

Then G⊢ (e1 if e2): t
(TBoolSol)

If G⊢ e: boolean
Then G ⊢ e: {}
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Table 3.3 Continued.
Solvable terms
(TSequ)

If G⊢ e: t , {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s: t
(Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P)
Then G⊢ (s = e ): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

(TequS)

If G⊢ e:t , {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G ⊢s:t
(Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P)
Then G⊢ (e = s ): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

(TinS)

If G⊢ e:{t}, {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢s:t
(Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P)
Then G⊢ (s in e ): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

(TinL)

If G⊢ e:[t], {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢s:t
(Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P)
Then G⊢ (s in e ): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

(TandSS )

If G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)},

(whenever n≥0 and k≤n)

{(x1,t1),…,(xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2:{ {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
Then G⊢ (e1 and e2): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
(TorSS)

If G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
Then G⊢ (e1 or e2): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
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CHAPTER 4
MAIN THEOREM
This chapter provides a detailed explanation of the main theorem of this work. Recall
that a programming language is said to be type safe, if the static type system can be used
guarantee the absence of run-time type errors. The notion of run-time type error shows
up formally as stuck terms, which intuitively is simply a term which is not reducible and
not an answer, such as 1+'hello'.

Definition: Stuck term
A term e is stuck if e is not an answer and there is no e’ such that e => e’.

Because the LED type system is static, it performs it analysis on terms before they are
evaluated. The examples in Chapters 2 and 3 have focused exclusively on terms, and in
particular those whose evaluation could result in a run-time type error. To gain a better
idea of the sorts of programs which the static type system will reject, consider the
following example program which contains definition of the function quicksort, which
sorts a set of integers into a list of integers in ascending order. Let P be the following
program:
var S:{int}
var x,y:int
Less:({integer},integer)->{integer}
def Less(S,x) = {y | y in S and y < x}
More:({integer},integer)->{integer}
def More(S,x) = {y | y in S and y > x}
quickSort:{integer}->[integer]
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def quickSort(S)

= [] if S={},

quickSort(Less(S,x))++ x ++quickSort(More(S,x)) if x in
S
The defined function symbol quickSort is not well-typed, and will be rejected by
the static type system. Specifically the sub-term quickSort(Less)++x is the
application of list concatenation to an integer variable, i.e. an application of a function to
arguments of the wrong type. The LED type system reports the definition of
quickSort as erroneous at compile-time. The LED type system is conservative and
reports the definition is erroneous even when some applications of quickSort may not
encounter any run-time error. For example, the evaluation of quickSort({}) is the
empty list, [].
To prove that LED is type safe, we utilize a variation of the
“Safety=progress+preservation” approach discussed in Chapter 2. In section 4.1, we will
introduce the progress and preservation lemmas as well as some definitions used in the
statement and proof of the main theorem. In section 4.2, we will present additional
restrictions on the programs to which the main theorem applies. We conclude with
section 4.3 in which we will present the main theorem and its proof.

4.1 Preservation and Progress
The proof that LED is type safe is straightforward once the preservation and progress
lemmas are proven. Both of these lemmas describe a relationship between the typing
relation and the reduction relation. First, the preservation lemma states that the type of a
term is invariant over reduction. For example, since (1+2)+3 has type integer and
(1+2)+3 one-step reduces to 3+3, then 3+3 must also have type integer.
Intuitively, the progress lemma states that if an expression has some type, then it is either
a value or can reduce further. For example, (1+2)+3 has type integer, so there is an
expression to which 1+2+3 reduces to, viz., 3+3 via the [delta] reduction rule. While
this intuition is helpful in creating a high-level mental picture of the progress lemma, it
does not account for some important details. In order to precisely state the progress
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lemma and main theorem, we will consider an extension to the notion of value to include
three other possibilities. The notion of answer will include values and three additional
sorts of terms: simply solvable terms, the symbol error, and the symbol nil. Recall
from Chapter 3 that the symbol error is the result of the incorrect application of a
partial function, e.g. (1/0)=>error. The symbol nil is the result of an if-term whose
guard has no solutions, e.g. (1 if false) => nil and (1 if (x in {})) =>
nil. The complete proofs of the preservation and progress lemmas are somewhat
lengthy and are presented in detail in Chapter 5.

Definition: Answer
A term e is an answer if e is a value, e is a simply solvable term, e is the symbol error,
or e is the symbol nil.

Intuition [Progress]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, all over some lexicon L.
Then,
for all terms e over L, if G⊢ e: t for some type t, then e is an answer or e ⇒ e’ for some
e’.

Intuition [Preservation]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, t be a type, all over some
lexicon L. Then, for all terms e and e’ over L, if e⇒e’ and G⊢e: t, then G⊢ e’: t.

4.2 Well-formed Program
The following definitions describe additional well-formedness restrictions on the
programs to which the main theorem applies.
Definitions: variable declaration conflict
The variable declarations var x:t1 and var x:t2 are said to conflict if t1 and t2 are
unequal.
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For example, the declarations var x:int and var x:bool conflict, and var
y:t1 and var y:t2 conflict, even when t1 and t2 are type variables.

Definition: well-formed signature
Given a program P, a signature f : σ if var x1:t1 ,…, var xn:tn is closed wrt P if
(1) σ is closed,
(2) for every i ∊ {1 … n}, we have FTV(ti) ⊆ BTV(σ), and
(3) for every i ∊ {1 … n}, var xi:ti does not conflict with any variable declaration in
P.

Definition: well-formed program
A program P over lexicon L is well-formed if all of the following hold:
(1) Every defined function symbol of L is defined by a single function definition in P.
(2) Every defined symbol in L is defined by a single symbol definition in P.
(3) Every variable is declared by exactly one declaration in P.
(4) Every signature in P is well-formed.
(5) No signature has any local declarations.
(6) Every type rule in P is closed.
(7) Every constructor of L is defined by exactly one type rule in P.
(8) Every definition in P is closed.

4.3 Main Theorem
Intuitively, the main theorem says that if a term has some type, then its evaluation will
not get stuck.

Theorem [Type Safety]
Let P be a well-formed program, G be the P-type environment, all over some lexicon L,
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such that P is well-typed. Then for all terms e and types t over L, if G⊢e:t and e =>* e’,
then G⊢e’:t and e’ is not stuck.
Proof:
We write Q(e,e',n) to mean that G⊢e:t and there are terms e0 ,..., en, with e0 being e and
en being e', such that ei => ei+1 for all i ∊{1…n}.

The theorem can be equivalently restated as follows:
For all n, for all e and e', if Q(e,e',n), then G⊢e’:t and e’ is not stuck.

We will now proceed by induction on n. We write R(n) to mean the following
proposition:
For all e and e', if Q(e,e',n), then G⊢e’:t and e’ is not stuck.

Base Case: R(0) is true.
Proof:
1. Suppose Q(e,e',0) for some terms e and e’
2. G⊢e:t and e=e'

by 1, definition of Q

3. Either e’ is an answer, or e’ ⇒ e’’ for some e’’

by 2, lemma [Progress]

4. If e’ is an answer then e’ is not stuck

by definition of stuck term

5. if e’ ⇒ e’’ for some e’’, then e’ is not stuck

by definition of stuck term

6. G⊢e’:t and e’ is not stuck

by 2,3,4,5

Induction Step: If n>0 and R(n-1) holds, then so does R(n)
Proof:
1. Suppose n>0, and R(n-1)
2. R(n) holds
Proof:
3. Suppose Q(e, e', n)
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4. G⊢e:t and there are terms e0 ,..., en, with e0 being e and en being e',
such that ei => ei+1 for all i ∊{1…n}.

by 3, definition of Q

5. G⊢e1:t

by 4, lemma [Preservation]

6. Q(e1, e', n-1)

by 4, 5, definition of Q

7. G⊢e’:t and e’ is not stuck

by 6, Induction Hypothesis
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CHAPTER 5
PROOFS
In section 5.1, we present 4 major lemmas. In section 5.2, the preservation lemma is
proven. In section 5.3, the progress lemma is proven. In section 5.4, several minor
lemmas used by many of the proofs in sections 1-3 will be examined.

5.1 Major Lemmas
This section will state and prove 4 “major” lemmas that play critical roles in the proofs
of the progress and preservation lemmas. In section 5.1.1, the typing inversion lemma
will be presented. The typing inversion lemma is used many times in the proofs of the
progress and preservation lemmas. In section 5.1.2, we will detail the substitution lemma,
which plays a critical role in the proof of preservation. In section 5.1.3, the deltatypability lemma will be given. Intuitively, delta-typability verifies the relationship
between the types of built-in functions and constants (given by the (Tconst) typing rule
and the typeOf relation) and the semantics of built-in functions and constants (given by
the [delta] reduction rule, δ function, and the Defined relation). The delta-typablity
lemma is used in the proofs of both progress and preservation lemmas. In section 5.1.4
the canonical forms lemma will be given, which is used in the proof progress we well as
in the proof of delta-typability. Intuitively, the canonical forms lemma describes the
“shape” that answers of each sort must have, i.e. answers of type integer must be
numerals.

5.1.1 Typing Inversion
Intuitively, the inversion lemma says that if a term has a particular type then its
immediate sub-terms must have particular types. Alternatively, the inversion lemma
simply ‘flips’ the typing rules around. The proof is straightforward via examination of the
typing rules.
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Lemma [typing inversion]
Let P be a well-formed program, G be a type environment, t be a type, all over some
lexicon L. If G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of a type derivation, then the following hold:
If (Tconst) was the last rule used, then e is a constant and TypeOf(c) ≻ t.
If (Tsym) was the last rule used, then e is a symbol over L, (a,σ)∊G and σ ≻t.
If (Tabs) was the last rule used, then
e = (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e1), for some variables x1 ,…, xn and term e1,
t = (t1 ,…, tn)->t ‘, for some simple types t’, t1 ,…, tn ,
for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P, and
{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t’.
If (Tapp) was the last rule used, then
e = e1(e2 ,…, en),
G⊢ (e2 ,…, en): t, and
G⊢ e1: t1-> t for some type t1.
If (Ttuple) was the last rule used, then
e = (e1 ,…, en) for some terms e1 ,…, en,
t = (t1 ,…, tn) for some simple types t1 ,…, tn, and
for every i ∊ {1…n} G⊢ei:ti.
If (Tset) was the last rule used, then
e = {e1 ,…, en} for some terms e1 ,..., en,
t ={t’} for some simple type t’ , and
for every i ∊ {1…n} G⊢ ei: t’.
If (Tlist) was the last rule used, then
e = [e1 ,…, en] for some terms e1 ,..., en,
t = [t’] for some simple type t’ , and
for every i ∊ {1…n} G⊢ ei: t’.
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If (Tsetof) was the last rule used, then
e = {e1 | e2} for some terms e1, e2,
t = {t’} for some simple type t’,
for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t’.
If (Tsome) was the last rule used, then
e = (some (s in e1)) e2 for some schema s and terms e1, e2,
t = boolean,
Vars(s) = {x1,…,xn} for some variables x1 ,…, xn ,
for some simple types t1 ,…, tn,
G{x1,…,xn}⊢ (s in e1): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, and
{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: boolean.
If (Tall) was the last rule used, then
e = (all (s in e1)) e2 for some schema s and terms e1, e2,
t = boolean, Vars(s) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for some variables x1,…, xn,
for some simple types t1 ,…, tn,
G{x1,..,xn}⊢(s in e1): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, and
{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G ⊢ e2: boolean.
If (Tbranch) was the last rule used, then
e = (branch e1 ,…, en) for some n≥1, and
for every i ∊ {1…n} G⊢ ei: t.
If (Tobranch) was the last rule used, then
e = (obranch e1 ,…, en) for some n≥1 and
for every i ∊ {1…n} G⊢ ei: t’ for some simple type t’.
If (TifS) was last rule used, then
e = (e1 if e2) for some terms e1, e2,
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for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
G ⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: t.
If (TequS) was the last rule used, then
e = (e1 = s) for some schema s and term e1,
t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P,
G⊢ e1: t’ and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s: t’ for some simple type t’.

If (TSequ) was the last rule used, then
e = (s = e1) for some schema s and term e1,
t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P,
G⊢ e1: t’ and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s: t’ for some simple type t’.
If (TinS) was the last rule used, then
e = (s in e1) for some schema s and term e1,
t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,..., xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P,
G ⊢e1:{t’} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s: t’ for some simple type t’.
If (TinL) was the last rule used, then
e = (s in e1) for some schema s and term e1,
t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,..., xn}, for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P,
G ⊢e1:[t’] and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s: t’ for some simple type t’.
If (TandSS) was the last rule used, then
e = (e1 and e2) for some terms e1, e2, and
t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn, simple types t1 ,…, tn,
for some k ≤ n
G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}.
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If (TorSS) was the last rule used, then
e = (e1 or e2) for some terms e1, e2,
t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn, simple types t1 ,…, tn,
G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} and G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}.
If (TBoolSol) was the last rule used, then G⊢ e:boolean
5.1.2

Substitution

Lemma [substitution]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, e be a term, t be a type, all
over some lexicon L. Then if for all n≥0, if x1 ,…, xn are variables, v1 ,…,vn are closed
values, and t1 ,…, tn are simple types, and for all i ∊ {1…n}, G⊢ vi: ti , and {(x1, t1) ,…,
(xn, tn)} ∙ G⊢ e: t, then G⊢ e/S: t.
Proof: by induction on n, and lemma [single substitution]

Lemma [single substitution]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, all over some lexicon L.
Then for all terms e and e’ and simple types t and t’, if {(x, t’)}∙G⊢ e: t and G⊢ e’: t’ then
G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
We write Q(e, t, x, e’, t’, n) to meant that there is a derivation of length n+1 with {(x,
t’)}∙G⊢ e: t as its conclusion. The theorem can be equivalently restated as follows:
For all n, e, t, x, e’ if Q(e, t, x, e’, t’, n) and G⊢ e’: t’ then G⊢ e/{(x,e’):t

We will now proceed by induction on n. We write R(n) to mean the following
proposition:
For all e, t, x, e’ if Q(e, t, x, e’, t’, n) and G⊢ e’: t’ then G⊢ e/{(x,e’):t

Base Case: R(0) is true.
Proof:
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1. Suppose Q(e, t, x, e’, t’, 0) and G⊢ e’: t’
for some terms e, e’ and simple types t, t’, and variable x
2. There is a derivation of length 1 with {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t as its conclusion
by 1, definition of Q
3. G⊢ e’: t’

by 1, def of conjunction

4. The derivation {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t is a single instance of (Terror), (TerrorS), (Tnil),
(Tsym), or (Tconst)

by 2, examination of typing rules

5. If {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t ⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Terror), then G⊢ e/{(x,e’): t
Proof:
6. Suppose {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Terror)
7. e = error

by 6, lemma [typing inversion]

8. e/{(x,e’)} = e

by 6, definition of substitution

9. G⊢e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 3, 8, (Terror)

10. If {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t ⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (TerrorS), then G⊢ e/{(x,e’): t
Proof:
11. Suppose {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (TerrorS)
12. e = error

by 11, lemma [typing inversion]

13. e/{(x,e’)} = e

by 12, definition of substitution

14. G⊢e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 13, (TerrorS)

15. If {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tnil), then G⊢ e/{(x,e’):t
Proof:
16. Suppose {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tnil)
17. e = nil

by 16, lemma [typing inversion]

18. e/{(x,e’)} = e

by 17, definition of substitution

19. G⊢e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 18, (Tnil)

20. If {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t ⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tsym), then G⊢ e/{(x,e’):t
Proof:
21. Suppose {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tsym)
22. e is a symbol, (e,σ) ∊ G, and σ ≻ t
by case(Tsym), H1, lemma [typing inversion]
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23. e = x or e ≠ x

by def of equality

24. if e ≠ x, then e/{(x,e’)}=e

by 21, definition of substitution

25. if e ≠ x, then G ⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
by 2, 20, 23, lemma [unneeded assumption in type env. can be removed]
26. if e = x, then e/{(x,e’)}=e’

by 21, definition of substitution

27. if e = x, then G ⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 3, 21, 26

28. If {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t ⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tconst), then G⊢ e/{(x,e’):t
Proof:
29. Suppose {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t ⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tconst)
30. e is a built-in constant,

by 29, lemma [typing inversion]

31. e/{(x,e’)}=e

by 30, definition of substitution

32. G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 31, (Tconst)

Induction Step: If n>0 and R(n-1) holds, then so does R(n)
Proof:
00. Suppose n>0, and R(n-1)
0. R(n) holds
Proof:
1. Suppose Q(e, t, x, e’, n) and G⊢ e’: t’ are true for some terms e, e’ and simple type t
and variable x
2. There is a derivation of length n+1 with {(x, t’)}∙G⊢ e: t as its conclusion.
by 1, definition of Q
3. G⊢ e’: t’

by 1, def of conjunction

4. The last used used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t is an instance of
(Tabs), (Tapp), (Tnil), (Ttuple), (Tset), (Tlist), (Tsetof),
(Tsome), (Tall), (Tif), (Tbranch), (Tobranch)

by 2, examination of typing rules

Proof: by cases of the last typing rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t
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5. if (Tabs) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t,
then G⊢e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
6. Suppose (Tabs) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t
7. e = (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e0)

by 6, lemma [typing inversion]

8. t = (t1 ,…, tn)->t0
for some n≥1simple type (t1 ,…, tn)
9. for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P

by 6, lemma [typing inversion]
by 6, 8, lemma [typing inversion]

10. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x, t’)} ∙ G) ⊢ e0: t0 by 6, lemma [typing inversion]
11. by convention we may assume x ∉{x1,…,xn}, and {x1,…,xn} ∩ FV(e’)=∅
12. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ G)
by 11, definition of ∙
13. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ G ⊢ e0/{(x,e’)}: t0

by 10, 12 , Induction Hyp.

14. G ⊢ (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) e0/{(x,e’)}): (t1 ,…, tn)->t0

by 13, (Tabs)

15. (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e0)/{(x,e’)} = (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e0/{(x,e’)})
by 11, definition of substitution
16. G⊢e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 7, 8, 14, 15

17. if (Tapp) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t,
then G⊢e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
18. Suppose (Tapp) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e: t
19. e = e1(e2 ,…, en)

by 18, lemma [typing inversion]

20. {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e1: t1-> t

by 18, lemma [typing inversion]

21. {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ (e2 ,…, en): t1

by 18, lemma [typing inversion]

22. G⊢e1/{(x,e’)}: t1-> t

by 20, Induction Hypothesis

23. G⊢(e2 ,…, en)/{(x,e’)}: t1

by 21, Induction Hypothesis

24. G⊢ e1/{(x,e’)}(e2,…,en)/{(x,e’)}):t

by 22, 23, (Tabs)

25. e1(e2 ,…, en)/{(x,e’)} = e1/{(x,e’)}(e2 ,…, en)/{(x,e’)})
25. G⊢ e1(e2,…, en)/{(x,e’)} : t

by 24,25

26. G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 19,25
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27. if (Tset) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
28. Suppose (Tset) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t
29. e = {e1 , … , en}for some n≥0 terms e1 ,…, en
by 28, lemma [typing inversion]
30. t = {t1} for some simple type t1

by 1, lemma [typing inversion]

31. for every i ∊ {1…n} {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ ei: t1

by 1, lemma [typing inversion]

32. for every i ∊ {1…n} {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ ei/{(x,e’)}: t1 by 3, 31, Induction Hyp.
33. G ⊢{e1/{(x,e’)} , … , en/{(x,e’)} }: {t1}

by 32, (Tset)

34. {e1 , … , en }/{(x,e’)} = {e1/{(x,e’)} ,…, en/{(x,e’)}} by def. of substution
35. G⊢ {e1 , … , en}/{(x,e’)}: {t1}

by 33, 34

36. G ⊢e/{(x,e’)} : t

by 9, 35

37. if (Ttuple) or (Tlist) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof: similar to 27.
38. if (Tsetof) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t, then G⊢
e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
39. Suppose (Tsetof) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t
40. {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ { e1 | e2 }:t
41. e = {e1 | e2} for terms e1, e2

by 39, lemma [typing inversion]

42. t = {t0} for some simple type t0

by 39, lemma [typing inversion]

43. {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 39, lemma [typing inversion]

44. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x, t’)} ∙ G) ⊢ e1:t0

by 39, lemma [typing inversion]

45. x ∉ {x1 ,…, xn}

by 43, lemma [domain of type env. and sol.types are disjoint]

46. {x1 ,…, xn} ∩ FV(e’)=∅
by x1,…,xn are bound by e1, variable capture is avoided
47. G ⊢ e2/{(x,e’)}:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 3, 43, Induction Hyp. 45, 46

48. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G)
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by 45, definition of ∙
49. {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G) ⊢ e1:t0

by 44, 48

50. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G ⊢ e2/{(x,e’)}:t0

by 49, Induction Hypothesis

51. G ⊢ {e1/{(x,e’)} | e2/{(x,e’)}):{t0}

by 47, 50, (Tsetof)

52. {e1 | e2}/{(x,e’)} = { e1/{(x,e’)}| e2/{(x,e’)}}

by 45,46, def. of substitution

53. G ⊢ { e1 | e2}/{(x,e’)}:{t0}

by 51,52

54. G⊢ e:t

by 41, 42, 53

55. if (Tsome) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
56. Suppose (Tsetof) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t
57. e = (some (s in e1)) e2

by 56, lemma [typing inversion]

58. t = boolean

by 56, lemma [typing inversion]

59. Vars(s) = {x1 ,…, xn}
for some variables x1 ,…, xn

by 56, lemma [typing inversion]

60. {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ (s in e1): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 56, lemma [typing inversion]

61. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x, t’)} ∙ G) ⊢ e2: boolean
by 56, lemma [typing inversion]
62. x ∉ {x1 ,…, xn} by 60, lemma [domain of type env. and sol. types are disjoint]
63. {x1 ,…, xn} ∩ FV(e’)=∅
by 6, x1,…,xn are bound in e, variable capture is avoided
64. G⊢ (s in e1)/{(x,e’)}:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 60, 62, Induction Hyp.

65. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1) ,…,(xn,tn)} ∙ G)
by 62, definition of ∙
66. {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ G) ⊢ e2 : boolean

by 61,65

67. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G ⊢ e2/{(x,e’)} : boolean

by 66, Induction Hyp.

68. G ⊢ (some (s in e1)/{(x,e’)) e2/{(x,e’)}: boolean

by 64, 67, (Tsome)

69. ((some (s in e1)) e2) /{(x,e’)} = (some (s in e1)/{(x,e’)) e2/{(x,e’)}
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by 62, 63, def. of substitution
70. G ⊢ (some (s in e1)) e2/{(x,e’)}: boolean

by 68,69

71. G⊢ e:t

by 57,58,70

72. if (Tall) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof: similar to 55.
72. if (Tif) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
73. Suppose (Tif) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t
74. {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ (e2 if e1): t
75. e = (e2 if e1) for terms e1, e2

by 73, lemma [typing inversion]

76. {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 73, lemma [typing inversion]

77. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x, t’)} ∙ G) ⊢ e2:t by 73, lemma [typing inversion]
78. x ∉ {x1 ,…, xn}
by 76, lemma [domain of type env.s and sol. types are disjoint]
79. {x1 ,…, xn} ∩ FV(e’)=∅
by x1 ,…,xn are bound by e, variable capture is avoided
80. G ⊢ e1/{(x,e’)}:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 3, 76, Induction Hyp., 78, 79

81. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G)
by 78, definition of ∙
82. {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G) ⊢ e2:t0

by 77, 81

83. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G ⊢ e2/{(x,e’)}:t0

by 82, Induction Hyp.

84. G ⊢ (e2/{(x,e’)} if e1/{(x,e’)}):{t0}

by 80, 83, (Tsetof)

85. {e2 | e1}/{(x,e’)} = ( e2/{(x,e’)} if e1/{(x,e’)})
by 78, 46, def. of substitution
86. G ⊢ ( e2 if e1)/{(x,e’)}: t

by 84, 85

87. G⊢ e:t

by 75, 86

88. if (TBoolSol) was last type rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
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Proof: similar to 17.
89. if (Tbranch) was last type rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof: similar to 17.
90. if (Tobranch) was last type rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof: similar to 17
91. if (TequS) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
91. Suppose (TequS) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t
92. e = (e1 = s) for some term e1 and schema s

by 91, lemma [typing inversion]

93. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple type t1 ,..., tn
by 91, lemma [typing inversion]
94. Vars(s) \ domain({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = {x1,...,xn}

by 91, lemma [typing inversion]

95. ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) ⊢e1:t0 and

by 91, lemma [typing inversion]

96. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) ⊢s: t

by 91, lemma [typing inversion]

0

97. {x1,…,xn} ∩ domain({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = ∅
by 91, 93, lemma [domain type env. and sol. types are disjoint]
98. FV(e’) ⊆ domain(G)

by 3

99. {x1,…,xn}∩ FV(e’) = ∅

by 97, 98

100. x ∉ {x1 ,…, xn}

by 97, 99

101. {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = {(x,t’)} ∙ ({(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} ∙ G)
by 100, definition of ∙
102. Vars(s/{(x,e’)}) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,..., xn}

by 94,100

103. G ⊢ e1/{(x,e’)}: t0

by 95, Induction Hyp., 99,100

104. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ∙ G ⊢s/{(x,e’)}:t

by 96, 101, Induction Hyp., 99,100

105. G ⊢ (e1/{(x,e’)} = s/{(x,e’)}):{x1:t1,…,xn:tn}

by 103,104, (TequS)

106. (e1 = s)/{(x,e’)} = (e1/{(x,e’)} = s/{(x,e’)})

by definition of substitution

107. G ⊢ (e1 = s)/{(x,e’)}: {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)}

by 105,106
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108. G ⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t

by 192, 93,107

109. if (TSequ) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:

similar to 91.

110. if (TinS) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:

similar to 91.

111. if (TandSS) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:
112. if (TandSS) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
113. e = (e1 and e2) for some terms e1, e2,

by 112, lemma [typing inversion]

114. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}for some variables x1 ,…, xn, simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 112, lemma [typing inversion]
115. {(x, t’)} ∙ G ⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}

by 112, lemma [typing inversion]

116. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} ∙ ({(x, t’)} ∙ G )⊢ e2: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
for some k ≤ n

by 112, lemma [typing inversion]

117. {x1,…,xn}∩ domain({(x,t’)} ∙ G) = ∅
by 115, lemma [domain of type env. and solution types are disjoint]
118. FV(e’) ⊆ domain(G)

by 3

119. {x1,…,xn}∩FV(e’)= ∅

by 117,118

120. x ∉ {x1 ,…, xn}

by 117

121. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} ∙ ({(x,t’)} ∙ G ) = ({(x,t’)} ∙ {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} ∙ G)
by 120, definition of ∙
122. G ⊢e1/{(x,e’)}: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}

by 3, 115, Induction Hyp., 119, 120

123. {(x1,t1),…,(xk,tk)} ∙ G ⊢ e2/{(x,e’)}: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
by 116, 121, Induction Hyp., 119,120
124. G⊢ (e1/{(x,e’)} and e2/{(x,e’)}) :{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
by 122,123, (TandSS)
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125. (e1 and e2))/{(x,e’)} = (e1/{(x,e’)} and e2/{(x,e’)}))
by def. of substitution
126. G⊢ (e1 and e2))/{(x,e’)} : {x1:t1…xn:tn}

by 124,125

127. G⊢ e:t

by 113,114,126

128. if (TorSS) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:

similar to 111.

129. if (TinL) was last rule used in the derivation of {(x, t’)} ∙ G⊢ e: t,
then G⊢ e/{(x,e’)}: t
Proof:

5.1.3

similar to 91.

Delta-typability

Lemma [delta-typability]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, both over some lexicon L.
For every built-in function symbol f, value v, and simple types t1 and t2,
if typeOf(c)≻ t1->t2 and G⊢v:t1,
then for some value v2, δ(c, v) = v2 and G⊢v2:t2
Proof: By examination of Defined relation, and the lemma [canonical forms].
5.1.4 Canonical forms
Lemma [canonical forms]
Let P be well-typed program over lexicon L, G be the P-type environment, v be an
answer
and G⊢v:t is a type judgment. Then all of the following hold:
If t = integer, then v is a numeral.
If t = boolean, then v is either true or false.
If t = (t1 ,…, tn), for some n≥2, then for some values v1,…,vn,
v = (v1 , … , vn) and for every i ∊ {1…n}, G ⊢vi:ti.
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If t = {t’}, then for some values v1,…,vn,
v = {v1 , … , vn} and for every i ∊ {1…n}, G ⊢vi:t’.
If t = [t’], then for some values v1,…,vn,
v = [v1 , … , vn] and for every i ∊ {1…n}, G ⊢vi:t’.
If t = t1-> t2, then v is a lambda abstraction, a defined function symbol, or
v is built-in function symbol.
If t ={(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)}, for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn,
then v is a simply solvable term.
If t ={(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)},
for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn and n≥1,
then v is a simply solvable term, but not a boolean constant.
If t ={(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} and n=0,
then v is a boolean constant
If t = T(t1,..,tn) for some n≥0,
then for some constructor C, either v=C or for some k≥1 values v1,...,vk,
v=C(v1,...,vk).
Proof: by examination of typing rules, definition of answer.

5.2 Preservation Lemma
Lemma [Preservation]
Let P be a well-formed program, G be the P-type environment, t be a type, all over some
lexicon L, such that P is well-typed. Then
for all terms e and e’ over L, if e⇒e’ and G⊢e: t, then G⊢ e’: t.
We write Q(e, e’, n) to mean there is derivation of length n+1 with e ⇒ e’ as its
conclusion and G⊢ e: t. The theorem can be equivalently restated as follows:
For all e, e’, n, if Q(e, e’,n), then G⊢ e’: t
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We will now proceed by induction on n. We write R(n) to mean the following
proposition:
For all e, e’, if Q(e, e’, n), then G⊢ e’: t

Base Case: R(0) is true.
Proof:
1. Suppose Q(e, e’ , 0) for some terms e, e’
2. there is derivation of length 1 with e ⇒ e’ as its conclusion and G⊢ e: t
by 1, definition of Q
3. the derivation of e ⇒ e’ is a single instance of one of the following:
[delta], [beta],[defsym],[defapp],
[andFE][andTF],[andTT],
[inS],[andSE],[and/orR],[and/orL],
[setof],[someA],[someF],[allA],[allT],[ifT],[ifF],
[branchT],[branchF], or some error propagation rule
by 2, examination of reduction rules
Proof: by cases of the last reduction rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’
4. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [delta], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
5. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the conclusion of [delta]
6. e= Op(v1 ,…, vn )
for some built-in function Op, and values v1,…,vn
7. e’= δ(Op, (v1 ,…, vn ))

by 5, [delta]
by 5, [delta]

8. G⊢ (v1 ,…, vn ): t1 and G⊢ Op: t1-> t

by 5, 6, lemma [typing inversion]

9. TypeOf(Op) ≻ t1 -> t

by 5 6, lemma [typing inversion]

10. G⊢ e’: t

by 6, 7, 8, lemma [delta-typability]

11. if G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [beta], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
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12. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [beta]
13. e = (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e1)(v1 ,…, vn) for some values v1 ,…, vn
by 12, [beta]
14. e’= e1/{(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)}

by 12, [beta]

15. G⊢ (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e1): (t1 ,…, tn)->t
by 12, 13, lemma [typing inversion]
16. G⊢ (v1 ,…, vn): (t1 ,…, tn)

by 12, 13, lemma [typing inversion]

17. for every i ∊{1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P and{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t
by 12, 13, lemma [typing inversion]
18. G⊢ e1/{(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)}: t

by 16, 17, lemma [Substitution]

19. G⊢ e’: t

by 14, 15, 18

12. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [defsym], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
13. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [defsym]
14. e = f and def f = e1 is a definition of P

by 13, [defsym]

15. e’ = e1

by 13, [defsym]

16. G⊢ e’: t

by 14, 15, P is well-typed

17. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [defapp], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
18. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [defapp]
19. e = f (v1 ,…, vn) for some n≥1 values v1 ,…, vn

by 18, [defapp]

20. def f (x1 ,…, xn) = e1 is a definition of P

by 18, [defapp]

21. e’ = e1/{ (x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)}

by 18, 19, 20, [defapp]

22. G⊢ (v1 ,…, vn): (t1 ,…, tn) for some simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 18, 19, lemma [typing inversion]
23. G⊢ f: (t1 ,…, tn) -> t
24. for every i ∊ {1…n}

by 18, 19, lemma [typing inversion]
by P is well-typed, G is P-type environment

var x:ti ∊ P and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙ G⊢ e1 :t
25. G⊢ e1/{(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)}: t

by 22, 24, lemma [substitution]

26. G⊢ e’: t

by 21, 25
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27. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [andFE], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
28. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [andFE]
29. e = (false and e1 )

by 28, [andFE]

30. e’ = false

by 28, [andFE]

31. FV(e1) = ∅

by 29, [andFE]

32. FV(e) = ∅

by 31, 29

33. t = boolean or a solution type
34. t = boolean or t = {}

by 29, lemma [typing of conjunction]

by 32, 33, lemma [solution type is {} if closed]

35. if t = boolean, then G⊢ e’: boolean

by 28, 29, (Tconst)

36. if t={}, then G⊢ e’: {}

by 30, (Tconst),(TboolSol)

34. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [andTF], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
35. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [andTF]
36. e = (true and false)

by 35, [andTF]

37. e’ = false

by 35, [andTF]

38. t = boolean or a solution type
39. t = boolean or t = {}

by 36, lemma [typing of conjunction]

by 36,38, lemma [solution type is {} if closed]

40. if t = boolean, then G⊢ e’: boolean

by 35, 36, (Tconst)

41. if t={}, then G⊢ e’: {}

by 30, (Tconst),(TboolSol)

40. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is an instance of [andTT], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 34.
46. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is an instance of [inS], then G⊢ e’:t
Proof:
47. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [inS]
48. e = (s in {v1 ,…, vk}) for some schema s and for some k≥1 values v1 ,…, vk
49. e’ = ( (s = v1) or … or (s = vk))
50. e is not closed

by 48, def. of schema, def. free variable

51. either (Tapp) or (TinS) was the last rule used in G⊢ e:t
by 48, examination of typing rules
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52. (Tapp) was not last rule used in G⊢ e:t
Proof: by contradiction
1. Suppose (Tapp) was last rule used in G ⊢ e:t
2. G ⊢ s:t

by 1, lemma [typing inversion]

3. for every x in Vars(s), x ∊ domain(G)
by 2, lemma [typing inversion] (Tsym)
4. Vars(s) ∩domain(G) = {}

by definition of P-type environment

5. contradiction

by 3,4

53. the type rule (TinS) was last rule used in G⊢ e:t

by 51,52

54. Vars(s)\domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn} for some n≥1 variables x1 ,…, xn.
by 48, 53, lemma [typing inversion]
55. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some n≥1 simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 48, 53, lemma [typing inversion]
56. G⊢ {v1 ,…, vk}: {t’}

by 48, 53, lemma [typing inversion]

57. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s:t’

by 48, 53, lemma [typing inversion]

58. for every i ∊ {1…k} G⊢ vi: t’

by 56, lemma [typing inversion]

59. for every i ∊{1…n} G⊢ (s = vi): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 57, 58, (TSequ)

60. G⊢ (s = v1) or … or (s = vn): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 59, (Tor)

61. G⊢ e’: t

by 49, 55, 60

63. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [inL] then G⊢ e’:t
Proof: similar to 46.
58. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [andSE], then G⊢ e’:t
Proof:
59. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [andSE]
60. e = (conj and e2)
for some simply solvable conjunction conj and term e2

by 59, [andSE]

61. e’ = (conj and e2/S))

by 59, [andSE]

62. {S} = solutions(conj) for some substitution S

by 60, [andSE]

63. FV(e2) ∩ domain(S) ≠ ∅

by 60, [andSE]
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64. t = boolean or t is a solution type
by 59, 60, lemma [typing of conjunction]
65. t is a solution type and t ≠{}
by 64, 63, lemma [not boolean or {} if not closed]
66. the type rule (andSS) was last rule used in G⊢ e:t
by 59, 60, 65, examination of typing rules
67. t = {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 59, 66, lemma [typing inversion]
68. G⊢ conj: {(x1,t1),…,(xk,tk)} for some k≤n
by 59, 66, lemma [typing inversion]
69. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
by 59, 66, lemma [typing inversion]
70. S = {(x1,v1),…,(xk,vk)} for some values v1 ,…, vk and
for every i ∊{1…n}G⊢ vi: ti
by 61, 68, lemma [solutions have the right type]
71. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2/S: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
by 69, 70, lemma [substitution]
72. G⊢ (conj and e2/S): {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 68, 71, (TandSS)

73. G⊢ e’:t

by 63,67, 69

71. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [and/orR], then G⊢ e’:t
Proof:
71. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [and/orR]
72. e = ((disj1 or disj2) and e1
for some simply solvable disjunctions disj1 and disj2 and term e1
by 71, [and/orR]
73. e’ = ((disj1 and e1) or (disj2 and e1)

by 71, [and/orR]

74. t = boolean or t is a solution type
by 72, by lemma [typing of conjunction]
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75. if t = boolean, then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
76. Suppose t = boolean
77. (Tapp) was last type rule used in G⊢ e: t
by 76, examination of typing rules
78. G⊢ (disj1 or disj2):boolean and G⊢ e1:boolean
by 77, lemma [typing inversion]
79. G⊢disj1:boolean and G⊢ disj2:boolean
by 78, lemma [typing inversion]
80. G⊢ (disj1 and e1) :boolean and
G⊢ (disj2 and e1) :boolean

by 78, 79, (Tconst), (Tapp)

81. G⊢ ((disj1 and e1) or (disj2 and e1):boolean

by 80, (Tconst),(Tapp)

82. G⊢ e’ : t

by 73, 76, 81

83. if t is a solution type, then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
84. Suppose t is a solution type
85. t = {(x1,t1) ,..., (xn,tn)}
for some n≥0 variables x1 ,..., xn and simple types t1 ,..., tn
by 84, definition of solution type
86. the (TandSS) was the type rule used in G⊢ e :t
by 72, examination of typing rules
87. G⊢ (disj1 or disj2):{(x1,t1) ,..., (xk,tk)}
for some k≤n

by 71, 72, 86, lemma [typing inversion]

88. {(x1,t1) ,..., (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e1: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,..., (xn,tn)}
by 71, 72, 86, lemma [typing inversion]
89. G⊢ disj1:{(x1,t1) ,..., (xk,tk)} and
G⊢ disj2:{(x,t1) ,..., (xk,tk)}

by 87, lemma [typing inversion]

90. G⊢ (disj1 and e1): {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)}

by 88, 89, (TandSS)

91. G⊢ (disj2 and e1): {(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)}

by 88, 89 (TandSS)
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92. G⊢ ((disj1 and e1) or (disj2 and e1)): {(x1,t1) ,..., (xn,tn)}
by 90, 91 (TorSS)
93. G⊢ e’: t

by 73, 85, 92

82. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [and/orL], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 71.
83. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [setof], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
84. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [setof],
85. e = { e1 | disj}
for some simply solvable disjunction disj, and term e1

by 84, [setofEA]

86. {s1 ,…, sk} = solutions(disj) for some substitutions s1 ,..., sk
by 84, [setofEA]
87.

e’ = {e1/s1 ,…, e1/sk}

by 84, 85, [setofEA]

88. t = {t’} for some simple type t’

by 84, 85, lemma [typing inversion]

89. G⊢ disj :{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
for n≥1 variables x1 ,..., xn and simple types t1 ,..., tn
by 84, 85, lemma [typing inversion]
90. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t’

by 84, 85, lemma [typing inversion]

91. for every i ∊{1…k}, si = {(x1,v1) ,…, (xn,vn)} for some values v1 ,…, vn , and
for every j ∊{1…n}, G⊢ vj: tj
by 86,89, lemma [solutions have the right type]
92. for every i ∊{1…k}, G⊢ ei/si: t’

by 90, 91, lemma [substitution]

93. G⊢ {e1/s1 ,…, e1/sk}: {t’}

by 92, (Tset)

94. G⊢ e’: t

by 86, 88, 93

95. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [someA] or [someF], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 83.
96. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [allA] or [allT], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 83.
97. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [ifT], then G⊢ e’: t
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Proof:
98. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [ifT]
99. e = (e2 if disj) for some simply solvable disjunction and term e2
by 98, [ifT]
100. S ∊ solutions(disj) for some substitution S

by 98, [ifT]

101. e’ = e2/S

by 98, 100, [ifT]

102. G ⊢ disj:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
for variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 98, 99, lemma [typing inversion]
103. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: t

by 98, 99, lemma [typing inversion]

104. S = {(x1,v1) ,…, (xk,vk)} for some values v1 ,…, vk , and
for every i ∊{1…n}, G⊢ vi: ti
by 100,102, lemma [solutions have the right type]
105. G⊢ e2/S: t

by 103, 104, lemma [substitution]

106. G⊢ e’: t

by 101, 105

107. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [ifF], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
108. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [ifF]
109. e = (e2 if disj)
for some simply solvable disjunction disj, and term e2
110. e’ = nil

by 108, case[ifF]

111. disj has no solutions

by 109, [ifF]

112. G⊢ e’: t

by 110, (Tnil)

by 108, [ifF]

113. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [branchT], then G⊢ e’:t
Proof:
114. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [branchT]
115. e = (branch e1 ,…, en) for some terms e1 ,…, en

by 114, [branchT]

117. ei is a value for some i ∊{1…n}

by 114, 115, [branchT]

118. e’ = ei

by 114, 117, [branchT]

119. for all i ∊{1…n}G⊢ ei:t

by 114, 115, lemma [typing inversion]
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121. G⊢ e’:t

by 118, 119

122. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [branchF], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
123. Suppose e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [branchF]
124. e = (branch nil ,…, nil)

by 123,[branchF]

125. e’ = error

by 123,[branchF]

126. G⊢ nil: t

by 122, 123, lemma [typing inversion]

127. G⊢ error: t

by (Terror)

128. G⊢ e’: t

by 125, 127

129. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [obranchT], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 113.
130. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [obranchF], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 122
131. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of an error propagation rule, then G⊢ e’: t
by lemma [runtime error preservation]
132. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [div_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 122.
133 if G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [mod_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 122.
134. if G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [^_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 122.

Induction Step: If n>0 and R(n-1) holds, then so does R(n)
Proof:
1. Suppose n>0, and R(n-1)
2. R(n) holds
Proof:
3. Suppose Q(e, e’, t, n) for some terms e, e1, and type t
4. There is derivation of length n with e ⇒ e’ as its conclusion and G⊢ e: t
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by 3, definition of Q
5. The last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’ was one of the following:
[set], [tuple], [appL], [appR], [setofE], [someE], [allE], [branchE], or [obranchE]
Proof: by cases of the last reduction rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’
5. if G⊢ e: t and [set] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
6. Suppose G⊢ e: t and [set] was the last rule used in the derivation of e⇒e’
7. e = { e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei , ei+1 ,…, en } for some terms e1 ,…, en

by 6, [set]

8. e’ = { e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei’, ei+1 ,…, en }

by 6, [set]

9. for some i ∊ {1…n} ei⇒ei’

by 6, [set]

10. t = {t‘} for some simple type t’

by 5,7, lemma [typing inversion]

11. for all i ∊{1…n} G⊢ ei:t’

by 5,7,10 lemma [typing inversion]

12. G⊢ ei’: t’

by 11, 9, Induction Hypothesis

13. G⊢ e’: t

by 8, 10, 11, 12, (Tset)

14. if G⊢ e: t and [tuple] was the last rule used in the derivation of e⇒e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 5.
15. if G⊢ e: t and [appL] was the last rule used in the derivation of e⇒e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
16. Suppose G⊢ e: t and [appL] was the last rule used in the derivation of e⇒e’
17. e = e1(e2 ,…, en) form some n≥2 terms e1 ,…, en

by 16, [appL]

18. e’ = e1’(e2 ,…, en)

by 16, [appL]

19. e1 ⇒ e1’

by 16, [appL]

20. G⊢ e1:t2 -> t for some simple type t2

by 16,17, lemma [typing inversion]

21. G⊢ e1(e2 ,…, en): t

by 16,17, lemma [typing inversion]
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22. G⊢ (e2 ,…, en): t2

by 16, 17, lemma [typing inversion]

23. G⊢ e1’: t2 -> t

by 19, 20, Induction Hypothesis

24. G⊢ e1’(e2 ,…, en): t

by 21, 23, (Tapp)

25. G⊢ e’: t

by 18, 24

16. if G⊢ e: t and [appR] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 15.
17. if G⊢ e: t and [setofE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
18. Suppose G⊢ e: t and [setofE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e⇒e’
19. e = { e1 | e2 } for some terms e1 and e2

by 18, [setofE]

20. e’ = { e1 | e2’} for some term e2’

by 18, [setofE]

21. e2 ⇒ e2’

by 18, [setofE]

22. t = {t’}for some simple type t’

by 18, 19, lemma [typing inversion]

23. G⊢ e2 : {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 18, 19, lemma [typing inversion]

24. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G ⊢ e1: t’

by 18, 19, lemma [typing inversion]

25. G⊢ e2’: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 21, 23, Induction Hypothesis

26. G⊢ { e1 | e2’}: {t’}

by 24, 25, (Tsetof)

27 G⊢ e’:t

by 20, 22, 26

28. if G⊢ e: t and [someE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 17.
29. if G⊢ e: t and [allE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 17.
30. if G⊢ e: t and [ifE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
31. Suppose G⊢ e: t and [ifE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e⇒e’
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32. e = (e2 if e1) for some terms e1 and e2

by 31, [ifE]

33. e1 ⇒ e1’

by 31, [ifE]

34. G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 31, 32, lemma [typing inversion]
35. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: t

by 31, 32, lemma [typing inversion]

36. G⊢ e1’: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 33, 34, Induction Hypothesis

37. G⊢ (e2 if e1’): t

by 35, 36, (Tif)

38. if G⊢ e: t and [branchE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 30.
39. if G⊢ e: t and [obranchE] was the last rule used in the derivation of e ⇒ e’,
then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 30.
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5.3 Progress Lemma
Lemma [Progress]
Let P be a well-formed program, G be the P-type environment, all over some lexicon L,
such that P is well-typed. Then
for all terms e over L, if G⊢ e: t for some type t, then e is an answer or e ⇒ e’ for some
e’.

We write Q(e,n) to mean that for some type t, there is derivation of length n+1 with G⊢
e: t as its conclusion. The theorem can be equivalently restated as follows:
For all n and e, if Q(e,n), then e is answer or e ⇒ e’ for some e’.

We will now proceed by induction on n. We write R(n) to mean the following
proposition:
For all e, if Q(e,n), then e is answer or e ⇒ e’ for some e’.
Base Case: R(0) is true.
Proof:
1. Suppose Q(e,0) for some term e
2. For some type t, G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of a derivation of length 1
by 1, def. of Q
3. The derivation of G⊢ e: t is a single instance of (Terror), (TerrorS),
(Tnil), (Tsym), or (Tconst)

by 2, examination of typing rules

4. If G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Terror), then e = error
5. If G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (TerrorS), then e = error
6. If G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tnil), then e = nil
7. If G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tsym), then e is a value or e⇒e’ for some e’
Proof :
8. Suppose the derivation consists of an instance of (Tsym)
9. e is a symbol and G(e) ≻t
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10. e is a constant,

by definition of symbol

e is a defined symbol of P, or
e is a defined function symbol of P
11. if e is a defined symbol of P, then e⇒e’ for some e’
Proof:
12. Suppose e is a defined symbol of P
13. for some term e1, def e = e1 ∊ P

by 12

14. e⇒e1

by 13, [defsym]

15. e⇒e’ for some e’

by 14

17. if e is a defined function symbol of P or a constant,
then e is a value

by definition of value

18. e is a value or e⇒e’ for some e’

by 10, 11, 17

19. If G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of (Tconst), then e is a value
Proof:
20. Suppose the derivation consists of an instance of (Tconst)
21. e is a constant and TypeOf(e) ≻ t

by lemma [typing inversion]

22. e is a value

by definition of value

23. e is a value or e⇒e’ for some e’

by 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 19

Induction Step: If n>0 and R(n-1) holds, then so does R(n)
Proof:
0. Suppose n>0, and R(n-1)
1. R(n) holds
Proof:
2. Suppose Q(e,n) for some term e
3. for some type t, G⊢ e: t is the conclusion of a derivation of length n
by 2, def. of Q
Proof: by cases of the last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t
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4. if G⊢ e: t and (Tapp) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then e ⇒e’ for some e’
Proof:
5. Suppose G⊢ e: t and (Tapp) was last type rule used
6. e = e0(e1 ,…, en) for some n≥1 terms e0 ,…, en

by 5, lemma [typing inversion]

7. G ⊢ e0: (t1 ,…, tn)-> t for some simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 5, lemma [typing inversion]
8. G ⊢ (e1 ,…, en): (t1 ,…, tn)

by 5, lemma [typing inversion]

9. e0 is not solvable disjunction

by 7, lemma [canonical forms]

10. if (e1 ,…, en) is a solvable disjunction,
then (e1 ,…, en) is a boolean constant (i.e. n=1)

by 8, lemma [canonical forms]

11. neither e0 or (e1 ,…, en) are nil
by 6, lemma [only branch expression have nil children]
12. e0 is a value or e0 is error or e0 ⇒ e0’ for some e0’
by 7, 9, 11, Induction Hyp.
13. (e1 ,…, en) is a value or (e1 ,…, en) is error or (e1 ,…, en) ⇒ e1’ for some e1’
by 8, 10, 11, Induction Hyp.
14. if e0 is a value and (e1 ,…, en) is a value, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
15. Suppose e0 is a value and (e1 ,…, en) is a value
16. e0 = (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e3),

by 15, 7, lemma [canonical forms]

e0 is a defined function symbol of P,
e0 is a defined symbol of P, or
e0 is a built-in function symbol
17. if e0 = (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e3)
for some n≥1 variables x1 ,…, xn and term e3,
then e⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
18. Suppose e0 =(lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e3)
for some n≥1 variables x1 ,…, xn and term e3
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19. for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P and
{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e3: t

by 18, lemma [typing inversion]

20. e ⇒ e3/{(x1,e1) ,…, (xn,en)}

by 6, 18, [beta]

18. if e0 is a defined function symbol of P, then e⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
19. Suppose e0 is a defined function symbol of P
20. def e0(x1 ,…, xn) = e0’ is a definition of P

by 19

21. G(e0) ≻ (t1 ,…, tn) ->t , and

by 20, P is well-typed

for every i ∊ {1…n} var x:ti is a variable declaration of P, and
{(e0, (t1 ,…, tn) ->t),(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} ⊢ e0’:t
22. e ⇒ e0’ /{(x1,e1) ,…, (xn,en)}

by 6, 20, [defapp]

23. if e0 is a defined symbol of P, then e⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
24. Suppose e0 is a defined symbol in P
25. def e0 = e0’ is a definition of P

by 24, P is well-formed

27. e ⇒ e0’

by 6, 25, [defsym]

28. if e0 is a built-in function symbol of P, then e⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
29. Suppose e0 is a built-in function symbol
30. Defined(Op, (e1 ,…, en)))

by 6, 7, 8, lemma [delta-typability]

31. e⇒ δ(e1, (e1 ,…, en))

by 6, 30, [delta]

32. if e0 is error or (e1 ,…, en) is error, then e ⇒ error

by [Terror]

33. if e0 ⇒ e0’ for some e0’, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
34. Suppose e0 ⇒ e0’ for some e0’
35. e ⇒e0’(e1 ,…, en)

by 6, 34, [appL]

36. if (e1 ,…, en) ⇒ e1’ for some e1’, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
37. Suppose (e1 ,…, en) ⇒ e1’ for some e1’
38. e ⇒e0(e1’)

by 6, 27, [appR]
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39. e ⇒e’ for some e’

by 14,32,33, 36,12,13

28. if (Tabs) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then e is a value

by definition of value

29. if (TandSS) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a simply solvable disjunction or e ⇒e’ for some e’
Proof:
30. Suppose (TandSS) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t
31. e = (e1 and e2)

by 30, lemma [typing inversion]

32. t ={(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some n≥0

by 30, lemma [typing inversion]

33. G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}, for some k<n

by 30, lemma [typing inversion]

34. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
by 30, lemma [typing inversion]
35. neither e1 or e2 are nil
by 31, lemma [only branch expression have nil children]
36. if e1 is a value, then e1 is a boolean constant

by 33, lemma [canonical forms]

37. e1 is simply solvable disjunction or e1 = error, or e1 ⇒ e1’ for some e1’
by 33, 35, 36, Induction Hyp.
38. if e1 = error, then e⇒ error

by 31, [appR], [tuple_error]

39. if e1 ⇒ e1’, then e ⇒ ( e1’ and e2 ) for some e1’

by [appR], [Tuple]

40. G⊢ e1:{} and G⊢ e2: {}, or

by 32,33,34

G⊢ e1:{} and G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for n>0, or
G⊢ e1:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: {} for n>0, or
G⊢ e1:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2 :{(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
for k>0 and n>k
41. if e = (e1 and e2), e1 is simply solvable disjunction, G⊢ e1:{}, and G⊢ e2: {},
then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
1. Suppose e1 is simply solvable disjunction, G⊢ e1:{}, and G⊢ e2: {}
2. e1 is a boolean constant

by 1, lemma [canonical forms]
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3. G⊢ e2: boolean

by 1, lemma [{} iff boolean]

4. FV(e2) = {}

by 3, def of P-type environment

5. if e1= false, then e=>false

by 31,4,[andFE]

6. if e1= true, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
7. e2 is a value, or e2 is simply solvable disjunction, or
e2=error, or (some e’2 such that e2 ⇒ e’2)
8. if e2=error, then e ⇒ e’ for some e

by 1, Induction Hyp., 35
by 31, [appR],[tuple_error]

9. if e2 is simply solvable disjunction or e2 is value,
then e2 is a boolean constant

by 1, lemma [canonical forms]

10. if e2 boolean constant, or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
11. Suppose e2 boolean constant
12. if e2=true , then e=>true

by 6, 31, [andTT]

13. if e2=false , then e=>false

by 6, 31, [andTF]

14. if some e’2 such that e2 ⇒ e’2, then e⇒ (e1 and e’2)
by [appR], [Tuple]
42. if e1 is simply solvable disj, G⊢ e1:{}, and
G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for n>0,
then e is simply solvable disjunction, or e ⇒ e’ for some e’ f
Proof:
1. Suppose e = (e1 and e2), e1 is simply solvable disjunction, G⊢ e1:{}
and G⊢ e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for n>0,
2. e2 is a value, or
e2 is simply solvable disjunction, or
e2=error, or (some e’2 such that e2 ⇒ e’2)
3. if e2=error, then e ⇒ e’ for some e
4. e2 is not value

by 1, Induction Hyp.,35
by 31, [appR],[tuple_error]
by 1, lemma [canonical forms]

5. if e2 is simply solvable disjunction
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then e is simply solvable disjunction, or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
6. Suppose e2 is simply solvable disjunction
7. e2 is a simply solvable conjunction, or
e2 = (disj1 or disj1) for some simply solvable disjunctions disj1, disj2
by 6, lemma [canonical forms]
8 . if e2 = (disj1 or disj2) for some simply solvable disjunctions disj1, disj2
then e ⇒ ((e1 and disj1) or (e1 and disj2))

by [and/orL]

9. if e2 is a simply solvable conjunction,
then e is a simply solvable disjunction
by 31, definition of simply solvable disjunction
10. if some e’2 such that e2 ⇒ e’2, then e⇒ (e1 and e’2)

by [appR], [Tuple]

43. if e1 is simply solvable disjunction ,
G⊢ e1:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: {} for n>0
then e is a simply solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some term e’
Proof: similar to 44.
44. if e1 is simply solvable disjunction, for k>0 and n>k,
G⊢ e1:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2 :{(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then e is a simply solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some term e’
Proof:
1. Suppose e1 is simply solvable disjunction ,
G⊢ e1:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)},
{(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}∙G⊢ e2 :{(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for k>0 and n>k,
2. e1 is a value, or
e1 is a simply solvable disjunction, or
e1 = error,
e1 = nil,
or e1 ⇒ e1’ for some e1’

by 1, Induction Hypothesis

3. e1 is a simply solvable disjunction,
e1 = error, or
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e1 ⇒ e1’ for some e1’

by 1,2, lemma [canonical forms]

4. if e1 = error, then e ⇒error

by 31, [appR],[tuple_error]

5. if some e’1 such that e1 ⇒ e’1, then e⇒ (e’1 and e2)

by 31,[appR], [Tuple]

6. if e1 is a simply solvable disjunction,
then e is a simply solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some term e’
Proof:
7. Suppose e1 is a simply solvable disjunction,
8. e1 is a simply solvable conjunction, or
e1 = (disj1 or disj1) for some simply solvable disjunctions disj1, disj2
by 1,7, lemma [canonical forms]
9. if e1 = (disj1 or disj1),
then e=> (disj1 and e2) or (disj2 and e2)

by [and/orR]

10. e1 is a simply solvable conjunction,
then e is a simply solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some term e’
Proof:
11. Suppose e1 is a simply solvable conjunction
12. if e1 has no solutions,
then e is a simply solvable conjunction

by def. of simply solvable

13. if {S} = solutions ( e1) for some S
then e is a simply solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some term e’
Proof:
14. Suppose {S} = solutions (e1) for some S
15. FV(e2)∩ {x1 ,…, xk} ≠ ∅ or FV(e2)∩ {x1 ,…, xk} = ∅
16. if FV(e2)∩ {x1 ,…, xk} ≠ ∅, then e ⇒ (e1 and e2/S )

by [andSE]

17. if FV(e2)∩ {x1 ,…, xk} = ∅, then e1 ⇒ e1’ for some e1’
Proof:
18. Suppose FV(e2) ∩ {x1 ,…, xk}=∅
19. G⊢ e2:{(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
by 18, lemma [unneeded assumption can be removed]
20. e2 is a value,
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e2 is a simply solvable disjunction,
e2 = error,
e2 = nil, or
e2 ⇒ e2’ for some e2’

by 19, Induction Hypothesis

21. e2 is a simply solvable disjunction,
e2 = error, or
e2 ⇒ e2’ for some e2’

by 19,20, lemma [canonical forms]

22. if e2=error, then e ⇒ and(error) by [appR], [tuple_error]
23. if some e’2 such that e2 ⇒ e’2, then e⇒ (e1 and e’2)
by [appR], [Tuple]
24. if e2 is simply solvable disjunction , then
e is a simply solvable disjunction or e2 ⇒ e2’ for some e2’
Proof:
25. Suppose e2 is a simply solvable disjunction
26. e2 is a simply solvable conjunction, or
e2 = (disj1 or disj1) for some simply solvable disj disj1, disj2
by 25, def. of simply solvable disjunction
27. if e2 is a simply solvable conjunction,
then e is simply solvable disjunction
by 11, 31, def. of simply solvable disjunction
28. if e2 = (disj1 or disj1)
for some simply solvable disj. disj1, disj2,
then e ⇒ ((e1 and disj1) or (e1 and disj2))
by [and/orL]
63. if (Tif) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
64. Suppose (Tif) was last type rule used
65. e = (e1 if e2)

by 64, lemma [typing inversion]

66. G⊢e1:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} and
{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e2: t

by 64, lemma [typing inversion]
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67. if e1 or e2 are values, then they are boolean constants
by 66, lemma [canonical forms]
68. neither e1 or e2 are nil
by 65, lemma [only branch expression have nil children]
69. e2 is a simply solvable disjunction or e2 is error or e2 ⇒ e2’ for some e2’
by 66, 67, 68, Induction Hypothesis
70. if e2 is a simply solvable disjunction, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
71. Suppose e2 is a simply solvable disjunction
72. e2 has a solution or e2 has no solutions

by 1

73. if S is a solution of e2, then e ⇒ e1/S

by [ifT]

74. if e2 has no solutions, then e ⇒nil

by [ifF]

75. if e2 is error, then e ⇒ error

by 1, [errorIf]

76. if e2 ⇒ e2’ for some e2’, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by [ifG]

77. e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 65, 69,70,75,76

78. if (Ttuple) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then e ⇒e’ for some e’
Proof:
79. e =(e1 ,…, en)

by 79, lemma [typing inversion]

80. for every i ∊ {1…n} G⊢ei:ti

by 79, lemma [typing inversion]

81. for every i ∊ {1…n} if ei is a simply solvable disjunction,
then ei is a boolean constant
by 80, lemma [canonical forms]
82. for every i ∊ {1…n} ei ≠ nil
by 79, lemma [only branch expression have nil children]
83. for every i ∊ {1…n} either ei is a value, ei is error, or ei ⇒ ei’ for some ei’
by 80, 81, 82, Induction Hypothesis
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84. either for every i ∊ {1…n} ei is a value,

by 83, propositional deduction

for some i ∊ {1…n} ei = error or
for some i ∊ {1…n} there is a term ei’ such that ei ⇒ ei’
85 if for every i ∊ {1…n} ei is a value), then e is value

by 79, definition of value

86. if for some i ∊ {1…n} ei = error, then e ⇒ error

by 79, [tuple_error]

87. if for some i ∊ {1…n} there is a term ei’ such that ei ⇒ ei’,
then e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 79, [Tuple]

88. e is a value or e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 84, 85, 86, 87

89. if (Tset) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 78.
89. if (TSequ) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒e’ for some e’
Proof:
90. Suppose (TSequ) was last type rule used
91. e = (s = e1) for some s and e1

by 90, lemma [typing inversion]

92. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 90, lemma [typing inversion]
93. G⊢ e1: t’, and {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ s :t’

by 90, lemma [typing inversion]

94. Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,…, xn} and for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P
by 90, lemma [typing inversion]
95. if e1 is a simply solvable disjunction, the e1 is a boolean constant
by 93, lemma [canonical forms]
96. neither e1 = nil or e2 = nil
by 91, lemma [only branch expression have nil children]
97. e1 is a value or e1 = error or e1 ⇒ e1’ for some e1’
by 93, 95, 96, Induction Hyp.
98. if e1 is a value, then e is an simply solvable disjunction
by 91, definition of simply solvable disjunction
99. if e1 = error, then (s = e1) ⇒ =(error)
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100. if e1 ⇒ e1’ for some e1’, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 91, [appR], [Tuple]

101. e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 91, 97, 98, 99, 100

102. if (TequS) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 89.
103. if (TinS) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 89.
104. if (TorSS) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 89.
105. if (Tsetof) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
106. Suppose (Tsetof) was last type rule used
107. e = {e1 | e2}

by 106, lemma [typing inversion]

108. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 106, lemma [typing inversion]

109. G⊢e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}

by 106, lemma [typing inversion]

110. {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t

by 106, lemma [typing inversion]

111. neither e1 = nil or e2 = nil
by 107, lemma [only branch expressions have nil children]
112. if e2 is a value, then e2 is a boolean constant
by 109, lemma [canonical forms]
113. either e2 is a simply solvable disjunction, e2 = error, or e2⇒e2’ for some e2’
by 109, 112, Induction Hypothesis
114. if e2 is a simply solvable disjunction, then e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
115. Suppose e2 is a simply solvable disjunction
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116. {s1,…,sk}=solutions(e2) for some k≥0 term substitutions s1 ,…, sk
by 115, definition of solutions
117. e ⇒ {e1/s1 ,…, e1/sk)}

by 107,116, [setofEA]

118. if e2 = error, then e ⇒ error

by 107, [setof_error]

119. if e2 ⇒ e2’ for some e2’, then e ⇒ {e1 | e2’}

by 107, [setofE]

120. e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 113, 114, 118, 119

121. if (Tall) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 105.
122. if (Tsome) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a solvable disjunction or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 105.
123. if (Tbranch) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a value or e ⇒ e’ for some e’
Proof:
124. Suppose (Tbranch) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t
125. e = (branch e1 ,…, en)

by 124, lemma [typing inversion]

126. for every i ∊ {1…n} G ⊢ ei:t

by 124, lemma [typing inversion]

127. for every i ∊ {1…n} if ei is a simply solvable disjunction,
then ei is a boolean constant

by 126, lemma [canonical forms]

128. for every i ∊ {1…n}
ei is a value, ei = nil, ei = error, or ei ⇒ ei’ for some ei’
by 126, 127, Induction Hypothesis
129. either for some i ∊ {1…n} ei is a value,
for every i ∊ {1…n} ei = nil,
for some i ∊ {1…n} ei = error, or
for some i ∊ {1…n} there is a term ei’ such that ei ⇒ ei’
by 128, propositional deduction
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130. if for some i ∊ {1…n} ei is a value, then e ⇒ ei

by 125, [branchG]

131. if for every i ∊ {1…n} ei = nil, then e ⇒ error

by 125, [branchF]

132. if for some i ∊ {1…n} ei = error, then e ⇒ error

by 125, [branch_error]

133. if for some i ∊ {1…n} there is a term ei’ such that ei ⇒ ei’,
then e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by [branchE]

134. e is a value or e ⇒ e’ for some e’

by 129, 130, 131, 132,133

135. if (Tobranch) was last type rule used in the derivation of G⊢e:t,
then either e is a value or e ⇒e’ for some e’
Proof: similar to 123.

5.4 Minor Lemmas
Lemma [typing of conjunction]
Let P be a program, G be a type environment, t be a type, e1 and e2 be terms, all over
some lexicon L, such that P is well-typed by G. If G⊢(e2 and e1):t, then t = boolean or
t is a solution type.

Proof:
Suppose G⊢ (e2 and e1) : t. By examination of the type rules, an application of and can
only be typed via the (Tapp) and (Tconst) rules, or by the (TandSS) rule. If (e2 and e1)
was typed via the (Tapp) and (Tconst) rules, then t=boolean, by lemma [typing
inversion]. If (e2 and e1) was typed via the (TandSS) rule, then t is a solution type by
lemma [typing inversion].

Lemma [{} iff boolean]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be a type environment, e be a term, all over some
lexicon L, such that G subsumes the P-type environment. Then G⊢ e: boolean, if and
only if, G⊢ e:{}
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Proof: (only if)
1. Suppose G⊢ e1:{}
2. G⊢ e: boolean

by 1, (TboolSol)

Proof: (if)
1. Suppose G⊢ e1:{}

by induction on length of the derivation of G⊢ e1:{}

2. the last type rule of G⊢ e1:{} is one of the following:
[TSequ], [TequS] [TandSS],[TorSS],[TboolSol]
by examination of typing rules
3. If [TSequ] was last rule used in derivation of G⊢ e1:{}, then G⊢ e1: boolean
Proof:
3. Suppose [TSequ] was last type rule used in derivation of G⊢ e1:{}
4. e = (s = e1) for some schema s and term e1, t = {}
by 3, lemma [typing inversion]
5. Vars(s) \ domain(G) = ∅,

by 3, lemma [typing inversion]

6. G⊢ e1: t’ and {}∙G⊢ s: t’ for some simple type t’
by 3, lemma [typing inversion]
7. G⊢ s: t’

by 6, definition of ∙

8. G⊢(s , e1): (t’,t’)

by 6,7, (Ttuple)

9. G⊢ = : (t’,t’)->boolean

by (Tconst), definition of ≻

10. G⊢e:boolean

by 8,9,(Tapp)

11. the last type rule of G⊢ e1:{} is one of the following; [TSequ], [TequS],[TandSS],
[TorSS], [TboolSol]

by examination of typing rules

12. If [TequS] was last rule used in derivation of G⊢ e1:{}, then G⊢ e1: boolean
Proof: similar to 3.
13. If [TandSS] was last rule used in derivation of G⊢ e1:{}, then G⊢ e1: boolean
Proof: similar to 3.
14. If [TorSS] was last rule used in derivation of G⊢ e1:{}, then G⊢ e1: boolean
Proof: similar to 3.
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15. If [TboolSol] was last rule used in derivation of G⊢ e1:{}, then G⊢ e1: boolean
Proof: by lemma [typing inversion]

Lemma [not boolean or {} if not closed]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, and e1 and e2 be a terms, t
be a solution type, all over some lexicon L. Then, if e is not closed and G⊢(e1 and e2):t,
then t is a solution type and t ≠{}
Proof: by lemma [FreeVars = domain solution type]

Lemma [FreeVars = domain solution type]
Let P be a program, G be the P-type environment, and e be a term, t be a solution type,
all over some lexicon L, such that G⊢e:t. Then, if G⊢e:t, then FV(e)=domain(t)

Proof sketch: by induction over length of derivation of G⊢e:t. It is important to note that
G is the P-type environment, which means that no variable is in the domain of G.
Occurrences of variable are either assigned a type by the (Tsym) rule, or by one of
(TinS),(TequS),(TSequ). If an occurrence of a variable is typed by the (Tsym) rule, it
must have been added to the type environment by an enclosing lambda abstraction,
quantifier, or set comprehension, if-term. If the variable occurrence the variable was not
in the domain of G, then the (TinS),(TequS), or(TSequ) must have been used, which
would mean t is a solution type, and that the variable is a member of the domain of t.

Lemma [solution type is {} if closed]
Let P be a well-typed program, G be the P-type environment, and e1 and e2 be a terms, t
be a solution type, all over some lexicon L. Then, if FV(e)={}, G⊢(e1 and e2):t , then
t={}
Proof: by lemma [simple type or {} if closed]

Lemma [simple type or {} if closed]
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Let P be a program, G be the P-type environment, and e be a terms, t be a type, all over
some lexicon L. Then, if FV(e)=∅ and G⊢e:t, then t is a simple type or t={}
Proof sketch: by induction over length of derivation of G⊢e :t. In the base case, (Tsym)
cannot be used because G is the P-type environment and so no variable is in the domain
of G. In the induction step, since FV(e)= ∅, if the (TSequ), (TequS), (TinS) are the las
type rule used, the t={}. If (TandSS) was last rule used, then t={} by induction
hypothesis. If (TboolSol) was the last rule used, then t={}. All other typing rules have
simple types as conclusions.

Lemma [solutions have the right type]
Let P be a program, G be a type environment, t be a solution type, e be a simply solvable
term, all over some lexicon L, such that P is well-typed by G.
If n≥1, and x1,…, xn are variables, and t1,…,tn are simple types, and G⊢e:
{(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)}, then
for every S ∊ solutions(e), there are some values v1,..,vn, S = {(x1,v1),…,(xn,vn)} and for
every i ∊{1…k}, G⊢vi:ti.

Proof: By examing the (TequS), (TSequ) typing rules, and the definition of solutions, we
can see that the variable-value pairs in a solution have the same type.

Lemma [unneeded assumption in type environment can be removed]
Let P be a program, G a type environment, and e be a term, x be a variable, all over some
lexicon L, such that P is well-typed by G. Then, if x ∉ FV(e) and G⊢ e: t for some type t
then G{x}⊢ e: t
Proof: by examination of typing rules
Lemma [error propagation preservation]
Let P be a program, G be a type environment , t be type, all over some lexicon L, such
that P is well-typed by G. If G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of an error propagation
rule, then G⊢ e’: t
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Proof:
1. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is an instance of an error propagation rule
2. e ⇒ e’ is the instance of one of the following:
[appR_error], [appL_error], [if_error], [tuple_error],[set_error],
[setof_error], [all_error], [some_error],
[div_error], [intdiv_error][mod_error], [^_error], [head_error],[tail_error]
[branch_error], or [obranch_error]
by 1, definition of error propagation rules
3. if G⊢ e: t and e⇒e’ is the instance of [appR_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof:
4. Suppose G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [appR_error]
5. e = e1(error) for some term e1

by 4, [appR_error]

6. e’ = error

by 4, [appR_error]

7. G⊢ e’: t

by 6, (Terror)

8. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [appL_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
9. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [if_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
10. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [tuple_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
11. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [set_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
12. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [setof_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
13. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [all_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
14. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [some_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
15. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [branch_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
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16. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [obranch_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
17. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [div_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
18. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [intdiv_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
19. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [mod_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
20. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [^_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
21. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [head_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.
22. if G⊢ e: t and e ⇒ e’ is the instance of [tail_error], then G⊢ e’: t
Proof: similar to 3.

Lemma [domains of type environments and solutions types are disjoint]
Let P be a program, G a type environment, all over some lexicon L, such that P is welltyped by G. Then for all terms e, and solutions type t if G⊢ e: t, then domain(G) ∩
domain(soltype) = ∅.

We write Q(e, t, n) to mean that t is a solution type, and there is derivation of length n+1
with G⊢ e: t as its conclusion. The theorem can be equivalently restated as follows:
For all n , e , t, if Q(e, t, n), then domain(G) ∩ domain(t) = ∅.

We will now proceed by induction on n. We write R(n) to mean the following
proposition:
For all e, t, if Q(e, t, n), then domain(G) ∩ domain(t) = ∅.

Base Case: R(0) is true.
Proof:
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1. Suppose Q(e, t, 0) for some term e, and solution type t
2. There is a derivation of length 1 with G⊢ e: t as its conclusion
by 1, definition of Q
3. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 1, definition of solution type
4. The derivation of G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} is a single instance of (TerrorS)
by examination of typing rules
5. domain(G) ∩ domain(t) = ∅

by 3,4, (TerrorS)

Induction Step: If n>0 and R(n-1) holds, then so does R(n)
Proof:
1. Suppose n>0, and R(n-1)
2. R(n) holds
Proof:
1. Suppose Q(e, t, n) for some term e, and solution type t
2. There is a derivation of length n+1 with G⊢ e: t as its conclusion
by 1, definition of R
3. t = {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some variables x1 ,…, xn and simple types t1 ,…, tn
by 1, definition of solution type
4. The last typing rule used in the derivation of G⊢ e: t was one of the following:
(TequS),(TSequ), (TinS), (TinL) (TandSS), (TorSS),(TboolSol).
by examination of typing rules
Proof: by cases of the last reduction rule used in the derivation of
G⊢e :{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
5. if (TequS) was the last rule used in the derivation of G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof:
6. Suppose (TequS) was the last rule used in the derivation of
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G⊢e:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)
7. Vars(s) \ domain(G) = {x1 ,..., xn},

by 6, lemma [typing inversion]

8. domain(G) ∩ {x1,…, xn} = ∅

by 7

9. if (TandSS) was the last rule used in the derivation of
G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof:
10. Suppose (TandSS) was the last rule used in derivation of
G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)
12. G⊢ e1: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)}

by 10, lemma [typing inversion]

13.{(x1,t1) ,…, (xk,tk)} ∙ G⊢ e2: {(xk+1,tk+1) ,…, (xn,tn)} for some k ≤ n
by 10, lemma [typing inversion]
13. domain(G) ∩ {x1,…, xk} = ∅

by 12, Induction Hypothesis

14. domain({(x1,t1),…,(xk,tk)} ∙ G) ∩ {xk+1…, xn} = ∅
by 13, Induction Hyp.
16. domain(G) ∩ {x1,…, xn} = ∅

by 13, 14

17. if (TSequS) was the last rule used in the derivation of
G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof: similar to 5.
18. if (TinS) was the last rule used in the derivation of G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof: similar to 5.
19. if (TinS) was the last rule used in the derivation of G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof: similar to 5.
10. if (TSequS) was the last rule used in the derivation of
G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof: similar to 9.
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21. if (TboolSol) was the last rule used in the derivation of
G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
then domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
Proof:
1. Suppose (TboolSol) was the last rule used in the
derivation of G⊢ e: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}
2. n=0

by 1, definition of (TboolSol)

3. domain(G) ∩ {x1,…,xn} = ∅
by 2, intersection of any set with empty set is ∅
Lemma [only if-term reduces to nil]
For every term e over some lexicon L, if e => nil, then e = (e1 if e2) for some terms e1
and e2 over L .
Proof: by definition of nil as a reserved token, and examination of reduction rules.
Lemma [only branch expression have nil children]
For every term e over some lexicon L, if nil is a child of e, then e is either a branch or
obranch expression.
Proof: by definition of term, and nil is a reserved symbol, lemma [only if-term reduces to
nil]
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of the implementation was to validate the definitions of LED (i.e. the
LED syntax, semantics, and type system) presented in Chapter 3. We will consider the
definitions of LED valid if the behavior of a correct implementation is faithful to our
intuitive mental picture of how the language is supposed to behave. The validation of the
definitions of LED is important because the previous treatment of LED [Rushton &
Blount, 2011] contained errors and omissions. Therefore, our immediate goal is to ensure
that those particular errors are corrected in the definitions of LED in Chapter 3, however,
our overall goal is to gain confidence that other errors of a similar sort were likely to
detected and resolved during the testing and implementation of the LED interpreter and
type checker. In section 6.1, we will examine some errors and omissions in Rushton &
Blount [2011]. In section 6.2, we will demonstrate our approach to implementing the
formal definitions of LED with several examples.

6.1 Errors and omissions in previous version of LED
We did not implement the definition of LED found in Rushton & Blount [2011], and
we found errors and omissions in the definitions. In particular, the definitions of bound
variable and substitution contain errors and the semantic rules are incomplete. In the
remainder of this section, we examine three errors in the previous LED semantics
published and illustrate them using the “tic-tac-toe” program also found in Rushton &
Blount [2011]. The underlying syntactic structure of LED in Rushton & Blount [2011] is
very similar to the abstract syntax presented in Chapter 3 with the notable difference that
the previous syntax is more lisp-like.
Error 1: definition of bound variable is erroneous
Consider the definition of variable binding from Rushton & Blount [2011]:

All variable occurrences in a program must be bound. Variables are bound as follows:
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(1) The parameters of a definition are bound in that definition.
(2) The symbols x1...xn are bound in (lambda (x1...xn) e).
(3) All symbols which occur as variables in expression e are bound in (in e S) .
(4) If e is a literal schema in x1,…,xn, all occurrences of the xi’s are bound in (= e1
e).
(5) If x is bound in p, it is bound in (and p q), (some p q), (all p q), and (setof
q p).

The error in this definition can be illustrated by examining definition of
three_in_row in “tic-tac-toe” program. Intuitively, if G is a snapshot of the tic-tactoe board that lists the locations of the x’s and o’s. The variable p is either ‘x’ or ‘o’,
and three_in_row(G,p) returns true if there some vertical, horizontal or diagonal
row r in G, such that p appears at every position in r. Positions on the board are pairs of
integers containing the row-column indices, i.e. a member of the set {(1,1), (1,2), (1,2),
(2,1), (2,2), (2,3), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3)}.
(def (three_in_row G p) (some (in r rows) (all (in c r) (in
(tuple p c) G))))

First, according to case (3) of the definition of bound, the occurrences of the variables
p and c are bound in the expression (in (tuple p c) G). Secon, the semantic
rules define the denotation of an application of defined symbol to actual arguments in
terms of the substitution of the actual arguments for the free occurrences of the
parameters. The result of both is that an application of three_in_row does not denote
anything, in other words it is meaningless. The cause of this error is the definition of
bound variable occurrence is too broad, and is corrected in the new definitions in chapter
3. For example, consider the definition above in the new abstract syntax:
def three_in_row(G p)= (some (r in rows))
(all (c in r))((p,c) in G)
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Using the new definition of bound variable, the occurrences of the variables p and c are
not bound in ((p,c) in G). They are bound instead by the definition of
three_in_row, because they are parameters of the definition. Similar errors in the
[Rushtion & Blount 2011] definition of bound variable appear in set comprehension
expressions. These are corrected as well and illustrated in the related work section of
Chapter 2 and with examples in Chapter 3.
Error 2: omitted semantic rules
While Rushton and Blount [2011] defines lambda abstractions as values and intended
them to be first class objects in LED, the expression (((lambda (x) x)(lambda
(y) y)) 1) has no denotation according to the semantics given in Rushton & Blount
[2011]. This is because the semantics rules only defined the denotation of applications of
lambda abstractions and applications of defined functions symbols, such as ((lambda
(x) x) 1) and (factorial 3). This omission is corrected in the semantics given
in Chapter 3 by the [appL] reduction rule.
Error 3: ambiguous semantic rules
The last error we will discuss in Rushton and Bloung [2011] is caused by the lack of
distinction between sorts of symbols which are defined by LED definitions. To illustrate
the problems caused by this lack of distinction, we can examine definitions of
three_in_row and game_board from the “tic-tac-toe” program.
(def (three_in_row G p)

(some (in r rows)

(all (in c r) (in (tuple p c)
G))))
(def game_board (cross (set 1 2 3) (set 1 2 3))
The semantic rules in Rushton and Blount [2011] state that all symbols denote
themselves. For example, the expression three_in_row denotes the symbol
three_in_row and the expression game_board denotes the symbol game_board.
This is erroneous because occurrences of the symbol game_board was intended to have
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the same denotation as its body, i.e. the set
{(1,1),(1,2),(1,2),(2,1),(2,2),(2,3),(3,1),(3,2),(3,3)}. This error was corrected in the
semantics given in chapter 3 by making three changes. First, we make a distinction
between defined function symbols such as three_in_row and defined symbols such
as game_board. Second, the definition of value includes defined functions symbols
but does not include defined symbols. Third, the reduction of occurrences of either sort
of symbol is given by different reduction rules. Specifically, defined function symbols
are reduced by the [def_app] rule, and defined symbols are reduced by the [def_sym]
rule.

6.2 Implementation Approach
Recall that our goal is not to verify that our particular implementation is correct, but to
use the implementation to validate definitions of the LED syntax, semantics, and type
system. Therefore, we will not state or prove any soundness, completeness, or
termination theorems, though we believe that verification would be trivial in most cases.
The approach we take is to implement the LED language in a very direct or transparent
way in Prolog. This remainder of this chapter will demonstrate our approach by showing
some definitions from chapter 3 along with their implementations in Prolog. Note: the
characters appearing to right of the % sign are comments.
Example 6.1 The reduction rules:
[andFE] (false and e ) ⇒ false

[beta]

( FV(e)= ∅ )

(lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e)(v1 , … , vn) ⇒ e/S
(whenever n≥1 and S = { (x1,v1) , … , (xn,vn)} )

[set]

If ei⇒e’i

(whenever i ∊{1 … n} )

Then { e1 ,…, ei-1 , ei , ei+1 ,…, en } ⇒ { e1 ,…, ei-1 , e’i , ei+1 ,…, en }
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[setof] {e2 | disj } ⇒ { e2/S1 ,…, e2/Sk }

(whenever {S1 ,…, Sk}=solutions(disj))

are implemented with the following Prolog rules:
reduce([apply,and,[tuple,false,E]],false) :freeVars(E,[]).
reduce([apply,[lambda,Xs,E],V],Ep) :value(V),

% V is a value

matchSV(Xs,V,S),

% S = { (x1,v1) , … , (xn,vn)}

interpret(E,S,Ep).

% e/S = e’

reduce([set|Es],[set|Eps]) :-

% Es=e1,…,ei,ei,ei+1,…,en
∊ {1 … n}

pick(I,Es,Ei),

% i

reduce(Ei,Ep),

% ei⇒e’i

subith(I,Ep,Es,Eps).

%Eps= e1,…,ei-1,e’i,ei+1,…,en

reduce([setof,_,E1,Disj],[set|Es]) :disjunction(Disj),

% Disj is simple solvable disj

solutions(Disj,Sols),

% {S1,…,Sk}=solutions(disj)

apply_all(E1,Subs,Es).

% Es = e/S1 ,…, e/Sk

Example 6.2 The typing rules:
(Tabs) If {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t’
Then G⊢ (lambda (x1 ,…, xn) . e1): t->t’
(for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P and t = (t1 ,…, tn) )
(Tapp) If G⊢ (e2 ,…, en):t1, G⊢ e1: t1->t
Then G⊢ e1(e2 ,…, en):t2

(Tset)

If G⊢ e1:t , … , G⊢ en:t
Then G⊢ {e1 ,…, en}:{t}
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(Tsetof) If G⊢e2: {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}, {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G⊢ e1: t
Then G⊢ { e1 | e2 }: {t}

are implemented with the following Prolog rules:
typeof(P,G,[lambda,S,E],['->',T,Tp]) :- % S=(x1 ,…, xn)
mkenv(P,S,T,G1),

%i in {1…n} var xi:ti in P and
%

update(G1,G,G2),

T=(t1,…,tn)

% {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G = G2

typeof(Tcon1,G2,E,Tp). % G2⊢e :t’
typeof(P,G,[apply,E1,E2],T) :typeof(P,G,E1,['->',T1,T]),
typeof(P,G,E2,T1).
typeof(P,G,[set|Es],[set,T]) :typeof_every(P,G,Es,T).

% Es = e1 ,…,

en

% G⊢ e1:t , … , G⊢ en:t

typeof(P,G,['setof',_,E1,E2],[set,T]) :typeof(P,G,E2,[solution|Pairs]),
% G ⊢ e2:{(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)},
update(Pairs,G,G2),

% {(x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)} . G = G2

typeof(P,G2,E1,T).

% G2⊢ e1 :T

Example 6.3 The definition of well-typed program;
Let P be a program, and G be a P-type environment, S be a signature in P, x1,…,xn are
variables all over some lexicon L, such that for every i ∊ {1…n} var xi:ti ∊ P. Then, a
function definition def f (x1 ,…, xn) = e in P is well-typed by S, if any of the following
hold:
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(1) S = f : all a1 ,…, ak . (t1 ,…, tn)->t and
({(f,t), (x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G) ⊢ e : t is a type judgment
(2) S = f : (t1 ,…, tn)->t and
({(f,t), (x1,t1) ,…, (xn,tn)}∙G) ⊢.e : t is a type judgment

is implemented in Prolog as:
well_typed_def(P,G,define([F,Xs],Body)) :- % f(x1,..,xn)= e
% f:TS ∊ P

signature(F,TS,LocDecls),
mkenv(P,S,T,G1)

% i in {1…n} var xi:ti in P and
% T=(t1,…,tn)

openType(TS,[->,T,T1]),
updateG([(F,T)|G1],G,G2),
typeof(P2,G2,Body,T).

%{(x1,t1),…,(xn,tn)}∙G = G2
%

G2⊢:t

openType([all,Xs,T],T). % openType(all (a1 ,…, an) . t) = t
openType(T,T):-

T \= [all|_].
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we presented the syntax, semantics and type system for Language
of Effective Definitions (LED), a functional programming language. Consistent with our
research goals, this language was rigorously defined in relatively few pages, imitates
informal mathematical discourse insofar as possible using plain text, and is type safe. As
discussed in the introduction, the properties of rigor, simplicity, and imitation enable
LED’s use as a specification language, implementation language, and a tool for teaching
concepts of standard mathematical definitions. Moreover, by imitating informal
mathematic discourse, LED programs are accessible to a wider audience, and LED
programmers are able to precisely reason about programs.

7.1 Conclusions
In addition to presenting syntax, semantics, and type system for LED, we examined a
basic property (i.e., type safety) of the semantic and type system. Importantly, we
provided a proof that LED is type safe, demonstrating that the type system can be used at
compile time to guarantee the absence of runtime type errors. In order to show type
safety, a small-step reduction semantic was created. The use of small-step reduction
semantics addresses limitations found with alternative methods to demonstrating type
safety. These past approaches were deemed insufficient (i.e., no longer commonly used)
because they were not easily adapted as the programming language in question was
extended, and they used sophisticated or ad hoc methods making them difficult for other
researchers to utilize. Our use of a small-step reduction semantic allowed the use of
induction on integers to be used in the proof of type safety. This strategy is similar to a
variation of the Syntactic Approach presented in Harper [2011]. However, our design
goal of imitation precluded the direct application of Harper’s approach and required the
notion of simply solvable terms and solution types.
Finally, we developed both an interpreter and a type checker for LED in Prolog. The
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implementations of both serve as validation of the LED semantics and type system.
Proofs of correctness of our implementations were not the emphasis of this work.
However, the Prolog implementations are straightforward and transparent.

7.2 Limitations
There are several limitations that warrant consideration and help guide future work.
There are two notable limitations with our formal definitions. First, while defined
functions can have polymorphic type, the parameters to them must be monomorphic, that
is they have a simple type. This limitation means that some well behaved programs will
not pass the type checker. In practice this limitation is not overly burdensome because
the programs we are interested in rarely require polymorphic parameters. Second, all
symbols must be explicitly declared by a variable declaration or signature. This is only
considered a limitation when LED is compared to other programming languages such as
ML, Haskell, which in many cases do not require declarations. However, our design goal
of imitation requires the definitions to follow the informal convention that variables must
be introduced and given a type before they are used.
There are also three limitations of implementations that require discussion. First, error
messages are limited. More specifically, while errors messages are reported, their
locations (i.e., line number) are not reported. Second, the implementation is not
optimized. However, performance speed was not a design goal for this work. A more
optimized implementation would almost certainly be less transparent. Third, the proof of
type safety requires that signatures contain no local definitions. The proof of type safety
and in particular the preservation lemma requires signatures have no local declarations.
This restriction isn’t particularly burdensome, as program containing signatures with
local declarations can be transformed into one without them, by first creating ‘fresh’
variable declarations for each local declaration, and then replacing all occurrences of
locally declared variables with the ‘fresh’ variable name in the appropriate definitions.
Forth, the proof of type safety requires that no symbol be overloaded (i.e. a function
symbol defined by multiple definitions with distinct signatures for each definition). This
restriction is embedded in the definition of well-typed program that requires every
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definition of the symbol f to be well-typed by every signature of f. Our initial
investigations [Blount & Rushton, 2011] into the feature indicate that the definition of
well-typed program (and program) may be extended to accommodate it. Although, it was
not integrated in the current work due to design and time constraints, the foundation for
this future work has been established.

7.3 Future work
These limitations suggest several avenues for future work. A minor extension of this
work would include implementing more informative error messages. More serious
endeavors would include developing a standard library of functions and data types (e.g.,
trees, lists, graphs, matrices, vectors) and adding support for operator overloading. Future
work could also focus on developing a high performance implementation via compilation
of LED to SequenceL [Cooke et al., 2008]. The proof of type safety presented in this
work provides an important, initial step in the development of a general purpose
reasoning system about LED programs. Toward this objective a system could be
developed to semi-automatically verify that other sorts of errors will not occur during
evaluations, such as run-time errors caused by division by 0, or partial piecewise
definitions. Future work should focus on developing this more general system.
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